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October 31, 1965

New Law Strengthens Federal Powers
U.S. Pressures States
To End Water Pollution
By James B. Ayres
Pollution is doomed in this country in this century.
These words were spoken by President Johnson at 11 a.m.,
Saturday, Oct. 2, when he signed into law the Water Quality Act
of 1965.
The act will strengthen previous Federal water pollution con
trol legislation in the following ways: .
1 . Allow the states until June 30, 1967 to set water quality
standards on interstate waters.
2. Direct the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
to set these standards if a state fails to do so.

3. Permit the Secretary to enforce his standards if a state
refuses to adopt them.
The act is a response to the inaction of states which have
allowed, according to the President, "the clear, fresh waters
that were our national heritage (to become) dumping grounds for
garbage and filth."
A report by the Senate Public Works Committee estimated that
19 states have failed to set water quality st~ndards on its rivers,
and enforcement in states with standards has been spotty.
The act represents a firm commitment by the Federal govern
ment to clean up the nation's waters by establishing uniform
standards applying to each state simultaneously. This will pre
vent industry's moving from state to state seeking the weakest
anti-pollution legislation.
While being debated, it was unpopular even among states
with advanced interstate water clean-up programs, including the
New England Interstate Water Pollution Control Commission
(NEIWPCC) which has been setting standards on interstate rivers
in the six-state region and New York since 1947.
A KEY COMPROMISE
The Commission, made up of five members from each of the
seven states, went on record in 1963 as being opposed to any
amendment to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act "which would
abrogate the authority invested in State and interstate agencies
to establish water quality standards ••• by transferring such
powers to the Federal government."
But a key compromise was worked out, allowing the states
two years to set these standards, subject to review by the
Secretary of H.E.W.
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What concerns the New England Commission is the effect of the
Secretary's review in 1967 of the standards already set on
the area's interstate rivers, for the question remains to be
answered whether New England's standards are as high as the
Secretaryt s standards .
The new act, like the NEIWPCC compact, calls for classifying
water according to their highest use, taking into consideration
their use and value for public water supply, fish and wildlife,
recreation agriculture and industry.
25 BASINS CLASSIFIED
Francis LaRiviere, executive secretary of NEIWPCC, said
that 25 of the 35 interstate river basins in the New England
area have been classified, six are in the process of classifica
tion and two more are being studied. (See map for some examples . )
Under the terms of the 1947 compact, the states must sub
mit classifications for the parts of interstate rivers which
flow between their borders to NEIWPCC, which either rejects or
approves classifications .
Once a classification is approved, a state is committed to
bringing up the quality of water to the classification and a
time-table is drawn up calling for construction of treatment
works .
Classifications range from "A"--good enough for drinking
without treatment--to "E"--good for nothing.
Looking at the accompanying map, it can be noted that the
Merrimack River near its mouth in Massachusetts has been classi
fied "B" or suitable for swimming (on left side looking upstream)
in the area that was found to be of "D" quality or suitable for
carrying sewage (on right side looking upstream) when classifica
tion was approved in 1964.
In the case of the Piscataqua River, which forms the border
between Maine and New Hampshire a "B" classification has been
approved for the entire river which ranged from "A" at its head
waters to "D" near its mouth when classification was set in 1961.
NEW CLASSIFICATION
Fluctuations in the old water quality classifications are
due to discharges of raw sewage or wastes from factories.
Another example of upgrading is the Connecticut River near
its outlet at Long Island Sound which has been classified "S"
or suitable for swimming in an area found to be of ftC" quality-
not suitable for swirnming--when the Connecticut portion of the
river was classified this year.
(The map shows that the upper Connecticut which forms the
Vermont-New Hampshire border, and the AndrOscOg~in River in
Maine and a part of New Hampshire have not yet een classified.
The four Vermont tributaries of Lake Champlain, the Missiquoi,
Lamoille, Winooski and Otter Rivers, not shown on the map, also
have not been classified.)
In order to make the new act more palatable to agencies
such as NEIWPCC, Congress has increased the amount of Federal
aid annually made available to the states for building treatment
works from $100 million to $150 million.
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The act also raises the ceiling from $600,000 to $1.2
million for a single treatment project, and from $2.4 million .
to $4.8 million for a joint project serving more than one
community.
U.S. J'lIATCHING FUNDS
It also provides for a 30 percent across-the-board grant
for a treatment project if a state supplies matching funds.
New Ham shire rovides 40 ercent state aid for treatment
projects,
percent, an
ermont, 0 percent.
Massachusetts, Connecticut and RhodeIsland allow no
state aid.
And this will have to be remedied, for experts predict
the bulk of the finances needed for the national program will
have to come from the states themselves.
Federal officials admit that the $150 million authorized,
but not yet appropriated, by the new act is only a drop in
the pollution-control bucket.
It will cost Massachusetts alone some $200 million to
build treatment plants, interceptors and pumping stations
necessary for cleaning up its rivers.
The new act will only increase Massachusetts's share of
annual Federal aid from $2.1 million to $3.5 million.
N.E. COST ESTIMATE
Further, it will cost the New England states an estimated
for needed treatment works, according to a 1963
report to the Senate's Public Works Committee, and costs keep
going up each year.

~388,021,000

In Massachusetts, a state health department-endorsed bill
calling for 30 percent state aid to communities building
treatment plants is now stalled in the House Ways and Means
Committee.
Under the terms of the new Water Quality Act, the Federal
government has, in effect, ordered Massachusetts to clean up
its interstate waters.
Faced with this ultimatum, the state will have to do the
job without a juicy 30 percent Federal bonus if it fails to
enact the proposed matching program.
Caption under map of rivers in Connecticut, Massachusetts,
Maine and New Hampshire - Key to Water Quality Standards
A-Suitable for any water use, including drinking without
treatment. B-Suitable for bathing and recreation. C-Suit
able for recreational boating; good habitat for wildlife;
industrial cooling and most industrial processes.

D-Suitable for transportation of sewage and industrial wastes
without nuisance and for navigation. E-Unsatisfactory (i.e.,
an open sewer).
Lewiston Daily Sun

November 18, 1965

MUSKIE POLLUTION WORK IS PRAISED
WASHINGTON (AP) - Aides of Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine,
reported Wednesday receipt of a letter from President Johnson
thanking the senator for his help in developing an executive
order to control water pollution from federal installations.
Johnson wrote Muskie:
"Upon issuing this order I particularly want to thank you
for the personal attention you have given this matter in the
Senate and for your assistance to the Bureau of the Budget in
developing this order.
"I am fully aware of the time and effort you have devoted
to the enactment of the Water Quality Act of 1965. The order
I am issuing today is in keeping with that act and represents
another significant action to protect the quality of our
water."
Muskie, now in Europe with a Senate group reviewing the
foreign s itua·ti on , was a principal sponsor of the bill estab
lishing the Water Quality Act.
Lewiston Daily Sun

December 2, 1965
FEDERAL PANEL DECIDES
N.Y. PAPER PLANT SHOULD
HAVE TO ELIMINATE ODOR

BURLINGTON, VT. (AP) - A federal air pollution panel decided
Wednesday that the federal government should require a New
York paper company to eliminate an odor that has been drifting
across Lake Champlain into Vermont.
The panel completed two days of hearings into complaints
from residents of Shoreham that obnoxious odors were floating
in from the International Paper Co. at Ticonderoga, N.Y.
Federal moderator S. Smith Griswold said the formal re
port recommending federal action would be made even though the
paper company said it already planned to stop the odor by
installing special equipment, estimated to cost about $250,000.
Vermonters had sought federal action to make sure that
International Paper would complete its plans. Griswold said
the panel would recownend to the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare that it require the paper company to
eliminate the odors by June 1, 1968.
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The panel convened at the request of Gov. Philip H. Hoff
when about 300 residents of Shoreham complained about odors
"like rotten eggs" coming from the plant, about two miles
away from the lake.
The panel was told Tuesday that the smell was making
life generally miserable for the Shoreham residents. Wednes 
day, Dr. Robert Aiken, Vermont commissioner of health, said
the odors could be harmful.
Officials of the New York Department of Health said there
was no evidence that the odor could be harmful.
The hearing was the second held under the Clear Air Act
of 1963 which empowers the federal government to appoint a
study commission when a governor complains about air polluti on
from a neighbor state.
The first hearing involved Delaware and Maryland. No
decision has been reached in that case, which concerned odors
from a chicken rendering plant.
Lewiston Daily Sun

December 10, 1965
MAINE SEEN IN ENVIABLE
POSITION IN WATER RACE;
SMALL PART IS CONSUMED

WATERVILLE (AP)- Illfaine is "in a rather enviable position in
the race for more and more water," according to Gordon S.
Hayes, Augusta, district engineer in charge of water resources
investigations for the U.S. Geological Survey in cooperation
with the St~te of Maine .
Hayes spoke here Thursday at a meeting of the Maine Water
Utilities Association. He said in part:
" ••• The latest compilation of water use in Maine was made in
1960 and ••• shows that total fresh water withdrawn in Maine
for all uses except water power was 450 million gallons per
day, of which 420 m.g.d. was surface water, but that only
49 m.g.d. was consumed.
"Since Maine has an average annual runoff of about 40
billion gallons per day, the 1960 use was only about one per
cent of the total useable water and only about one tenth of
one percent of available water was consumed. This leaves us
in a rather enviable position in the race for more and more
water.
"Maine has an abundant supply of surface water with little
variation in average annual quantity throughout the state.

· 6.
"Peak flo\rlS may be estim~ted with reasonable accuracy
but minim~~ flows vary widely from stream to stream depending
chiefly on the waterbearing characteristics of the underlying
aquifers." Aquifers are underground reservoirs of water.
"Our basic water problems in Tvlaine, as I see them, are
not in the area of insufficient supply but the economics of
storing and transporting water to where it is needed and the
equitable sharing of water by all types of users."
Another speaker, Glenn C. Prescott, Jr., Gardiner,
ground water geologist for the U.S. Geological Survey, said:
"Nearly all the rock types in Maine, both the bedrock
and the unconsolidated formations, contain water, but the
best water-bearing formations are the stratified sand and
gravel deposits of glacial origin, the so-called outwash
and ice contact deposits.
December 22, 1965

Lewiston Daily Sun
LEGISLATIVE UNIT
STUDIES A BOARD
ON AIR POLLUTION

BIDDEFORD (AP) - A legislative committee is considering, its
chairman said Tuesday, creation of a state board "with some
muscle" to keep watch on air pollution in Maine.
Sen. Armand Duquette, D-Biddeford, made the statement i n
urging a large and representative turnout for a public hearing
in the State House at 1 p.m. next Wednesday.
Duquette leads a Legislative Research subcommittee study
ing air pollution in I>faine.
He said anyone living near a paper mill, rendering plant
or "any facility with less than the most modern heating facil
ities" knows there is a problem.
And Maine shouldn't wait for federal legislation, Duquette
continued. "We should know our own problem and know what
needs to be done," he said.
Duquette said the problem isn't serious and should be
kept from getting serious. And the existing problem should
be abated, he added.
Lewiston Daily Sun

JANUARY 4, 1966
I.1USKIE POLLUTION
WORK IN MAGAZINE
The work by Sen. Edmund S.

Iv~uskie,

D-lJIaine, for clean

7.
air is featured in a 3,200-word article on air pollution in
a recent issue of Science Magazine.
The article, by Luther J. Carter, traces the development
of air pollution abatement and control legislation, and de
scribes the Clean Air Act of 1965 which Sen. Ivluskie introduced.
The article reports:
Senator Edmund S. IVIuskie (D-!-1:aine), chairman of the
special subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution of the Senate
Public Works Committee, which has played a key role in develop
ing antipollution programs, hopes that the states and
localities will make increasing use of the grants and technical
assistance available under the Clean Air Act to build strong
prevention and abatement programs of their own.
In most places an e~fective air monitoring system is yet
to be established, and such a system is an essential first
step toward fixing air-quality standards.
In a recent interview with Science, Senator Muskie
observed, however, the public, since the mid-1950's, when it
really became aware of air pollution, has shown greater sensi
tivity to that problem than it has to water pollution.
"This public interest will come to bear, certainly on the
local government, and increasingly on the state governments ,"
he stated. .
].luskie said the evolution of even stronger federal laws
for controlling water pollution is an example that will not be
lost on those states vlhich hope a similar evolution of air
pollution la\,ls can be avoided. "Of course, if the states
don't act, then we will have to," the senator said.
Failure of the states to develop effective programs des
pite the growing threat of pollution would put the public and
the Congress in an impatient mood likely to produce stringent
federal legislation, Muskie believes.
The establishment of air-quality controls is costly, com
plex, and difficult, and one may wonder how many states and
localities will meet the challenge.
r,luskie believes that an easy but important step in stop
ping pollution is for federal, state, and local governments
to grant tax incentives to encourage industry to install
control devices.

8.
January 25, 1966

Lewiston Daily Sun

Sen. Muskie \vorks to Avert Water Shortage
By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - In 14 years the entire United States is in danger
of being in the same boat as New York City, which has forbidden
restaurants to serve water unless requested because of the
water shortage.
This is the general finding of the Senate Subcommittee
on Water Pollution which 6 after exhaustive hearings, publishes
a prediction that by 198 - only 14 years away - the American
people will be using 650 billion gallons of water daily, yet
will have only 650 billion gallons available from our streams,
lakes and reservoirs.
If this prediction is true, or even partially true, it
means that the United States, once lavish with its water
surely will have to be as careful in its use of water as
little Israel.
However, the Senate Sub-committee, under Sen. Ed ~1uskie,
Democrat from Maine a state with almost as many lakes as
Minnesota, has a soiution - the cleanup of pollution. Muskie
has been crusading against water pollution for many years and
his committee has produced some constructive proposals for
remedying the· danger of a national water shortage.
Specifically it recommends the expenditure of $6 billion
annually - about six times the Johnson budget for education 
to end water pollution.
The committee has carefully compiled estimates
the 100 major cities of the United States will have
to clean up their water sources , and the figure for
is $789 million in the next six years; for Chicago,
million in the same period .

of what
to spend
New York
$572

Sewage Disposal Out of Date
Sen. Muskie's committee finds that sewage disposal plants
in the United States are 40 years out of date, also that cities
and industrial plants cannot affort the cost of cleaning up
the waste they have been dumping into the streams . Accordingly ,
they recommend federal grants , long term loans and tax deprecia
tion to encourage industrial plants to reform their systems
of waste disposal .
The committee also recommends that $25 million be made
available for research and development of new methods of
handling municipal sewage and industrial waste .
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"A huge backlog of treatment facility needs was created
during the long period of disregard and neglect that preceded
federal legislation," the committee finds. "The staggering
financial burden attendant upon the backlog w~s clearly be
yond the fiscal capacity of the nation's cities and towns.
To an appreciable extent it remains so today."
The alternative, according to Sen. Muskie, is "to clean
up now or strangle on our own waste."
Note: The Senate committee warns that underground con
tamination may also become a problem, specifically the placing
of pickling acid from steel mills underground; also oil field
wastes, and the dumping of atomic waste at sea. Because of
drought in the Northeast, the sinking freshwater table has
been filling up with sea water.
February 1, 1966

A1~UAL REVIEW EDITION
The Lewiston Daily Sun and
Lewiston Evening Journal

Classification of Androscoggin River
Due To Be Made Next Year
By NORM KENEBORUS
A survey of the Androscoggin River by the Maine Water
Improvement Commission is "practically competed" and a full
report on the waterway should be ready by late summer.
Dr. Walter A. Lawrance, retired head of the chemistry
department at Bates College and court appointed rivermaster,
said as the new year opened: "Classification of the river
will have to be completed by the end of this year and all
public hearings held in order that a final report can be
submitted to the 1967 Legislature."
The rivermaster noted the situation is the same in New
Hampshire. He also indicated that legislators from both
states will meet in 1967.
Sees Agreement
"The reports of the two states will undoubtedly harmonize,"
Dr. Lawrance said, "so we are not anticipating any major dif
ferences."
The rivermaster explained that since the Androscoggin
River is an interstate river, the classifications as set by
both states will be presented to the New England Interstate
Water Pollution Commission for its approval. He indicated he
doesn't expect any differences to arise there either.
The extensive river study got underway two summers ago
for the purpose of finding out "who are the polluters and to
what extent they pollute." Dr. Lawrance noted.
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The 1967 Legislature, after studying the results and
recommendations of the commission, will be given the job of
writing laws relative to the requirements of industry and
communities situated along the banks of the great waterway,
as well as the river itself.
Lowest Point
According to Dr. Lawrance, pollution
over the past nine months has been at its
1941 when the Twin Cities experienced "an
and prolonged nuisance caused by hydrogen
odors enanating from the river."

in the Androscoggin
lowest point since
especially serious
sulphide and other

The L-A area last year, despite the lowest water levels
in many years as the result of an unusually dry summer, exper
ienced "little trouble at all," the rivermaster noted.
A major cause of pollution in the past has been sulphite
deposited in the river. Last October, the International Paper
Company Mill at Chisholm! the last in the state, closed down
operations, when the mil moved into its new Jay plant.
Dr. Lawrance pointed out that back in 1941, some 5,800
tons of sulphite was being washed into the Androscoggin each
week and this past summer an average of only 13 tons per week
was being deposited.
None Now
"With the closing
sulphite manufacturers
all," the rivermaster
there is no industrial

of the International Paper mill, no
remain along the Androscoggin River at
continued, "but this does not mean that
pollution."

Dr. Lawrance noted that the new IP mill has the most
modern and scientific equipment available for treatment of
their mm water, including a "primary treatment" plant for
waste products.
The rivermaster also noted, however, that "as the indust
rial pollution load has decreased, the domestic load has in
creased."
Classification of the Androscoggin, ranging from A to D
depending on the degree of cleanliness, will be set on the
basis of what can be done to clean it up as a result of a
particular program.
Dr. Lawrance noted that mills along the riverbanks will
have to install at least primary treatment plants. Cities
will have to do the same. The state will make recommendations
as to what a specific city or industry should do.
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Time Important
He stated that time is an important factor in the overall
picture, noting that the new laws will set a time limit as to
when cities and industries must comply with the new regulations.
Dr. Lawrance indicated he would not want to venture an
estimate as to the time limit for the Androscoggin.
The rivermaster noted that much time is needed to raise
the money to be used in building the large treatment plants 
"especially in the various communities."
He also pointed out that the avilability of state and
federal funds will also be deciding factors. "If one wants
to improve water it will cost money," he declared.
Dr. Lawrance noted that it is conceivable that Lewiston
and Auburn will have a single treatment plant to serve both
cities, but the rivermaster indicated it's only a possibility.
Flood Dams Costly
A federal study has also been started investigating the
possibility of constructing flood control dams in Maine and
New Hampshire, but Dr. Lawrance said he felt the cost of flood
control in Maine would be too high, making it not economically
feasible.
This study apparently has been marking time, however,
awaiting completion of the classification study.
A proposed flood control project at Swift River near
Rumford was dropped due to the high cost of construction and
a similar project at Pontcock met with disapproval, mainly
because of the resulting destruction of wild life areas etc.,
the rivermaster indicated.
Dr. Lawrance was appointed rivermaster in 1947-48 by a
court decree at a time when sulphite content in the river was
extremely high. "Now that no sulphite mills are in operation,
"there will be some arrangements to vacate the decree." he
said.
"It has lost its original purpose," he explained.
Dr. Lawrance said the Maine attorney general has been
notified of the situation and it "can't go into the period of
classification," Dr. Lawrance said.
The rivermaster also pointed out that "improvements made
have been very great, but from now on it will be slower" due
to the fact that the continuation of the water clean-up
programs involve costly and time-consuming projects.

12.

February 1, 1966

Annual Review Edition
The Lewis ton Daily Sun
and Lewiston Evening Journal

Joint Plant For Sewage Is Studied
By ARTHUR F. BISSON
HInformal talks H are scheduled to be held this year be
tween Lewiston and Auburn city officials to discuss the proba
bility of a joint sewage disposal plant facility that could
initially cost both communities in the vicinity of $10 million.
Lewiston Public Works Department Director William R.
Adams Jr. and L. K. Parker, superintendent and manager of the
Auburn water and sewerage districts, have indicated they are
anxiously awaiting the joint preliminary meeting which could
take place this spring.
But, both officials have added, they don't expect any
formal decision on a joint disposal plant for several months.
Await Classification
The key to the problem is primarily that both communities
are awaiting the reclassification of the Androscoggin River
by the Maine Water Improvement Commission.
And from current indications the river classification
could be prolonged until the 1970's although Twin City officials
hope some action will be taken at the next regular session of
the Legislature, which would have to approve of the classifi
cation schedule.
Both communities have had conducted extensive surveys to
determine the future of sewerage disposal. The studies were
initiated several years ago when Lewiston hired the services
of the engineering firm of Camp, Dresser & IvIcKee of Bos ton.
The engineering consultants proposed a location for a
disposal plant and suggested a joint venture with Auburn would
cut the cost.
Subsequently, the Auburn officials had a similar survey
conducted and the end result was a confirmation that a joint
plant could serve both communities adequately.
Sees 1973 Ban
One of the basic recommendations indicated that if the
communities joined in this venture, the plant should be construc
ted in Lewiston, a short distance from the old fire department
training area on Lincoln Street.
What it all boils down to, Parker remarked, is that Hone
plant would be most economical." If constructed in LeWiston,
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Auburn's sewerage would have to be shipped across the Andros
coggin River by way of a large interceptor line.
Director Adams agrees that specially designed disposal
plants will be a necessity in the near future. As he put it,
sewerage disposal in the Androscoggin River may not be permitted
ten years hence.
"There's no doubt in my mind," exclaimed Adams, that a
joint or individual plant will be necessary. The communities
may be "driven out of the river" by 1973, he added.
Cost To Be Heavy
The overall cost of a joint plant could run into several
millions, and if each community decided on a separate installa
tion, the expense could run in the vicinity of $4 to $5 million
each.
There are many assets to a joint venture by two or more
communities in a problem of this sphere, Adams emphasized.
For one thing, he said, the federal government is ready and
willing to help the communities undertaking such sewerage
treatment programs.
And, he added, "There could be several bonuses" with
federal government participation. All of these extra funds
would play a .big role in decreasing the expense to be incurred
by the municipalities.
In any case, 1966 will be a planning year for both commun
ities.

February 1, 1966

Annual Review Edition
Lewiston Daily Sun and
Lewiston Evening Journal
Freak February Deluge Of Rain
And Long Drought Plagued 1965
By DAVID SARGENT

Almost a year ago - on Feb. 25 - the Twin Cities was hit
by nearly three inches of rain in one of the worst storms in
recent years. The possibility of a drought in the months
ahead seemed unthinkable, but that February rain that flooded
the entire state would have been most welcome come late summer.
The year 1965 stacked up as one of the driest in a long
time. Wells gave out, crops were stunted, and forest fire
danger rose to explosive conditions, and water supplies were
still low at the year's end.
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The dry spell actually began in 1963 when the 12 month
rain-fall was 4.26 inches below normal. This increased to
8.26 inches below normal in 1964, and the first half of 1965
had a further deficit of six inches. The 1965 total precipi
tation was only 29.6 inches, compared to an all-time annual
low of 25.61 inches in 1941. The average amount for a year
in the Lewiston-Auburn area is 43.37 inches.
Aid Sought
By June, state officials were describing the drought
situation as "bordering on the critical." Hay crops "lere far
behind, and gardens were "really suffering. ft
Governor John H. Reed asked U.S. Secretary of Agriculture
Orville Freeman for aid in the form of loans to farmers, point
ing out that by June 16 the dry conditions had reached "acute
proportions."
There were some showers to ease the drought in the summer,
but from February through September each month's rainfall was
far short of the average. The average monthly rainfall was
2.45 inches in 1965, compared to a long-term average of 3.61
inches.
Temperatures were a fraction of a degree above the average
for the year. The month of September saw two records broken 
a high and a low. The Sept. 21 reading of 86 degrees topped
the 1946 mark, and the Sept. 28 reading of 31 degrees was four
degrees below the 1947 and 1956 record of 35 degrees.
Area Storms
The Feb. 25 deluge was the high point for the year in the
way of storms. A total of 2.81 inches of snow, sleet and
rain flooded streets and cellars, and all forms of transpor
tation were brought to a virtual halt. Lewiston's Mayor Robert
1. Coururier called a state of emergency and ordered all public
safety personnel to help the city's citizens cope with the
storm damage. Property damage was high, but some parts of
the state were hit even harder.
High winds accompanied a June 10 shower, and the drought
was eased by an inch of rain later in the week. Another half
inch of rain came toward the end of June, but the next sub
stantial amount of moisture didn't arrive until Aug. 10. A
freak thunderstorm hit following a hot and humid day, with
a brief downpour dumping about an inch of rain on the area.
The Spet. 28 record low of 31 degrees was the season's
first freeze, and the first snow flurries were seen Oct. 4.
Enough snow to cover the ground came Oct. 28.
The 1964-65 winter's snowfall totaled only 47.33 inches,
and this small amount resulted in a low spring run-off, con
tributing further to the year's dry conditions. The area had
received 17.1 inches of snow by the end of December this season.
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Rumfordts January precipitation total of 0.92 inches in 1965
was an all-time low for the month, and other areas had similar
low rainfall readings in 1965. Gorham, N.H., registered a
record low for the year of 28.77 inches, compared to 28.92
inches in 1941.
In March, Pontocook, N.H., had a record low for the month
of 0.28 inches, and Berlin, N.H. set a record low of 0.32
inches. Lewiston had 0.68 inches that month. Middle Dam in
the Rangeley Lakes region set a record low of 0.76 inches for
June.
Temperatures
(In Degrees Above Zero)
(At Lewiston)
lvlonth

1964

1965

75-Yr.
Ave.

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
Jun.
Jul.
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

24.552
23.103
31.871
41.490
57.052
64.433
68.461
62.122
56.439
47.886
37.004
24.325
44.895

17.754
20.888
31.726
40.349
55.844
64.887
67.621
67.298
59.217
46.644
34.537
26.209
44.415

19.364
20.514
29.980
41.771
53.700
63.242
68.864
66.656
59.211
48.427
36.355
23.892
44.331

Ave.

LAST DECADE
(Yearly Average Temperatures)
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

43.423
46.009
43.843
43.322
45.385

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

45.249
43.574
44.369
44.895
44.415

16.
DAILY TEMPERATURE
RANGE
1965
Month
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
Jun.
Jul.
Aug.
Sep.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

Max.
43
45
55
72
81
89
90
96
92
80
60
48

Day
9,22
16
4
30
28
28
14
15
22
19
4
31

PRECIPITATION TOTALS
(In Inches of Water)
AT LEWISTON
Month

1964

1965

Day
15
4,5
22
1
3,15
4
7
31
28
7
, 10,20,30
20

Min.
-15
- 5
12
21
35
43
46
37
31
·28
22
5

90-Yr.
Ave.

Jan.
4.48
1.48
3.83
Feb.
2.37
3.59
5.59
3.98
Mar.
0.68
4.13
2.85
Apr. .
3.47
3.57
May
1.31
0.75
3.34
1.58
Jun.
2.15
3.29
Jul.
4.63
1.39
3.38
Aug.
3.75
2.30
3.07
1.28
Sep.
1.91
3.43
Oct.
2.76
3.80
3.57
Nov.
4.48
4.18
4.72
4.01
Dec.
1.98
3.89
Total
38.10
29.60
43.37
3.61
Ave.
3.18
2.45
Record High: 59.42 inches in 1954
Record Low:
25.61 inches in 1941
YEAR'S TOTALS
Location

1964

1965

Ave.

Lewiston
Rumford
Pontocook, NH
Aziscohos Dam
Middle Dam
Upper Dam
Gorham, NH
Berlin, NH
Errol, NH

38.10
36.03
31.04
34.65
30.93
32.67
31.59
30.88
35.17

29.60
34.21
30.88
30.38
29.75
32.67
28.77
29.79
32.11

2.45
2.85
2.57
2.53
2.48
2.72
2.40
2.48
2.68

17.
RUMFORD
1964
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
Jun.
JUl.
Aug.
Sep.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Total
Ave.

1965

0.92
3.69
2.91
0.65
2.69
3.93
3.28
3.30
0.73
2.48
1.69
3.24
1.11
2.14
3.36
2.79
3.40
4.37
3.19
4.37
3.73
5.00
4.83
3.33
0.92
3.80
3.49
2.69
4.09
3.31
3.81
4.13
4.34
3.66
1.42
3.04
36.03
34.21
39.58
3.00
2.85
3.30
Record High: 62.41 inches in 1954
Record Low:
27.90 inches in 1941
AZISCOHOS DAM
1964

Jan.
Feb.
Mar .
Apr .
May
Jun.
Jul.
Aug.
Sep.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Total
Ave.

73-Yr.
Ave.

2.46
0.73
3.69
1.74
3.45
3.67
6.01
4.11
0.86
2.53
2.53
2.87
34.65
2.89
Record High:
Record Low:

1965

56-Yr.
Ave.

2.44
1.45
2.08
1.81
2.51
0.36
. 2.72
1.78
1.09
2.97
2.24
3.70
3.83
4.94
4.22
3.59
4.00
3.40
4.52
3.15
3.29
2.53
2.61
1.44
36.29
30.38
3.02
2.53
51.62 inches in 1954
27.24 inches in 1941

18.
GORHAM, N.H.
1964
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
Jun.
Jul.
Aug.
Sep.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Total
Ave.

1965

1.01
4.21
2.75
1.71
2.77
2.34
2.28
0.42
3.19
2.01
0.80
3.30
2.76
1.10
3.02
1. 69
4.44
3.53
2. 78
2.09
3.32
2.96
2.90
3.38
1.14
4.98
3.43
2.41
3.22
3.41
4.10
4.03
3.77
1.08
3.54
3.05
28.77
31.59
38.56
2.63
2.40
3.21
Record High: 59 . 67 inches in 1954
Record Low:
28.92 inches in 1941
BERLIN, N.H.
1964

Jan.
Feb.
Mar .
Apr.

55-Yr.
Ave.

3.78
1.25
2.66
2.30
I~y
2.59
Jun.
2.51
Jul.
2.07
Aug.
3.14
Sep.
1.03
Oct.
2.68
Nov.
3088
Dec.
2.99
Total
30.88
Ave.
2.57
Record High:
Record Low:

1965

43-Yr.
Ave.

1.28
2.71
2.23
2.79
0.32
2.91
2.92
1.04
3.08
1.27
3.52
4.34
2.95
3.42
3.22
3.19
4.56
3.49
3.82
3.00
3.65
3.03
2.68
1.17
36.80
29.79
2.48
3.07
58.13 inches in 1954
22.69 inches in 1929

SNOWFALL
(In Inches at Lewiston)
Month
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
¥J.ar .
Apr.
Totals

1962-63
1963-64
3.75
3.75
17.00
13.35
13.10
24.70
20.90
25.50
20.50
19.75
2.50
1.30
78.00
87.50
Dec. 1965 10.75 inches
Nov. 1965 4.75 inches
Oct. 1965 1.60 inches

1964-65
0.75
15.65
16.18
13.80
.95
47.33

19.
February 1, 1966

Annual Review
Lewiston Daily Sun and
Lewiston Evening Journal
Lewiston Planners See
River Recreation Use
By PAUL MARCOTTE

Steps to be taken toward establishment of a recreation
site on the Androscoggin River, in the Gulf Island Pond area,
will be one of the major projects for the Lewiston Planning
Board this year.
Mrs. Lawrence Ward, PB secretary, reported recently that
the board will look into the possibility of Federal grants
for the planning of such a project.
During the past year, several meetings were devoted to
the subject, and "we received serious cooperation from the
Central Maine Power Company," Mrs. Ward declared.
Robert K. Hudson, Western Division manger for the pub
lic utility, has conferred with the board relative to the
proposal, she said.
February 1, 1966

Annual Review Edition
Lewiston Daily Sun and
Lewiston Evening Journal

Half Million Spent to Expand Lewiston Sewer System
By ARTHUR F. BISSON
A $420,000 expansion of Lewiston's sewer facilities was
completed in 1965 and newly-appointed Public Works Department
Director William R. Adams Jr. points out there "is more to
come" sometime in the near future.
The 1965 program was part of the first phase of a pro
posed master sewerage plant which could eventually lead to a
disposal plant fo r Lewiston and Auburn wi thin th e next few
years.
Concluded by the year's end was construction of a long
interceptor line in the Thorne's Corner area of the city; a
new pumping station located on the Randall Road, and two huge
oxidation ponds situated in a densely wooded area behind the
concrete pumping station.
The finishing touches on the pumping station, came at
the end of December and at mid-January, the new system was
tested by officials. Director Adams said the new sewerage
treatment facility will service a limited number of residents
in the Thorne's Corner area.

20.
Although the Thorne's Corner project is now completed, muni
cipal officials siad other stages of a proposed sewer improve
ment project are scheduled.
The next step in the program is the $1,242,000 Jepson
Brook area project. This would include the construction of
a large interceptor line from the brook along the river bank.
Although somewhat expected, the Thorne's Corner program
has caused some side effects. Namely, these include sewerage
facilities for residents in the vicinity of the recently com 
pleted project area.
mwe've got requests that could cost about $200,000 right
now," explained the director as he noted the projected pro
grams have been included in a special page of the proposed
1966 municipal appropriation request.
The decision as to ·what projects are undertaken first
will remain with the Board of Mayor and Aldermen and the
Finance Board which will both have to approve the expenditure.
And, there are
in to Adams' office
than others, but in
rid of their septic

more requests for improved services comi ng
daily. Some programs would be costlier
general, the property owners want to get
tanks.

The Thorne's Corner and Jepson Brook combination, explains
Director Adams, is the first phase of an extended project
plan that will event~ally lead to a giant disposal plant for
Lewiston.
The improved facilities are all part of a recommendation
from the engineering consultant firm of Camp, Dresser & McKee
of Boston, Mass.
The Boston consultants conducted the study in 1964 and
their recommendations were made available early the next year.
Action on the programs was initiated in September 1964 with
the presentation of more detailed information, including cost
estimates.
The first phase of the project, which related to the Thorne's
Corner area, was the large oxidation ponds, pumping station
and interceptor line. These three improvement programs were
carried out in a one-year period.
The interceptor line, or trunk line as it is referred to,
begins at the old Thorne's Corner filter bed which has not
been functioning properly in recent years.
The trunk line will carry sewerage in a line that follows
the No Name Pond Brook to the new pumping station on the
Randall Road. At the station, the sewerage is channeled into
the two four-acre-size oxidation ponds. These ponds are con
structed some 2,500 feet from the Randall Road on a 40-acre
tract of land which was purchased by the city several years
ago.

21.
Although the overall cost of this project totals about
$420,000, the city is not bearing the expense alone. Director
Adams points out that only 40% of the total cost, or $180,000,
is the city's responsibility.
The federal government has supplied 30 per centlof total
cost, or $120 , 000, and the U.S. Public Health Service has
accepted the tab for a similar share.
The city's cost is financed through a bond issue floated
early last year.
February 1 , 1966

Annual Review Edition
Lewiston Daily Sun and
Lewiston Evening Journal
Flood Control
Nezinscot River Project Would
Create Two Recreational Ponds
By GERALD J. REED

A long-range plan for control of flood conditions in the
Nezinscot River watershed and creation of two large recreational
facilities is nearing completion and is expected to get a go
ahead signal during 1966.
The project, which has a five-year timetable , is being
jointly sponsored by the towns of Buckfield, Turner, Sumner
and Hartford and the Oxford County and Androscoggin County
soil and water conservation districts.
Plans, which now are about complete and which have seen
several revisions from the originally conceived idea, include
two strictly flood control projects and two which will develop
recreational lakes as well as provide flood control.
Both flood control measures will be located in Buckfield
on Basin Falls Brook and on Darnit Brook.
The mUlti-purpose flood prevention and recreation sites
are on Jersey Brook in both Buckfield and Turner, and on the
West Branch of the Nezinscot River at Sumner.
Create Big Lakes
The two multi-purpose sites would create relatively large
man-made lakes. That on Jersey Brook, in both Buckfield and
Turner, would create a lake with approximately 960 acres, and
the West Branch lake would cover some 1,045 acres.
The Jersey Brook lake would provide some 40,000 feet of
shore frontage in Buckfield and 20,000 feet in Turner. All
60,000 feet are rated as good for cottages and septic sewerage
disposal.
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On the Buckfield side of the lake there would be a
potential of 400 cottage lots each 100 feet wide.
Public Access
One of the measures which must be included in project
plans to gain federal approval is specific provision for public
access to the lakes. Because this was not specifically spelled
out in the final preliminary plan draft it was called to the
attention of the sponsors and now definite specifications for
public access have been written into ~he proposal.
The Buckfield - Turner recreational site would include

1,000 feet of public bathing beach, as well as picnic sites,

fireplaces and boat launching sites.

At the West Branch lake on the Nezinscot River there
would be 45,600 feet of shore frontage, all in Sumner. This
would mean a potential of 456 cottage lots.
Value to Towns
As the plan is being developed there is a considerable
adventage to the towns over a long-range period. The planners
see a tax base potential for the towns of Sumner, Buckfield
and Turner of $4,7$0,000 based on the increased valuations
which would result from shore front property.
The planners also see a potential drawing to the re
creational sites from a 50 - mile radius of the two man 
made lakes. Circles placed on a map show that within the
50 - mile radius reside some half-million people.
Federal Aid Project
The Nezinscot River watershed project is set up under PL

-566 , the Small Watershed and Flood Prevention Act . The first
such project in l-Iaine was in 1961 on Presque Isle Stream and

since that time 22 applications have been filed. The second
was the Libby Brook in Aroostook County, the third the Cold
River in Oxford County and in New Hampshire, and the Nezinscot
River was the fourth.
A project of this nature must originate from a public
source. In the Nezinscot River watershed project, it comes
from the four towns named and the two soil and water conserva
tion districts. The first step is the application to the State
Soil Conservation Committee which maintains a state planning
office at Orono.
This office is staffed with an engineer, who is the actual
leader, a hydrologist, an economist and a geologist. These
technicans with the Forest Service, Fish and Wildlife Service
and other interested agencies go into the field to make an
examination of the site.
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If the state agency approves the project as feasible,
the local sponsors are notified and the application is for
warded to Washington for review by the SCS administrator.
A planning priority is set up and then detailed field
studies are made . One of the determining factors is that
the benefits must exceed the costs.
To get the project underway a work plan is prepared .
This will show how the construction will be financed and when
it will be installed. This is the finance and time-table
and must be signed by the sponsors.
If funds are available the SCS state conservationist can
authorize operations to begin at once provided the estimated
Federal contribution to construction does not exceed $250,000
and the work plan does not contain any single structure having
a total capacity of more than 2,500 acre - feet.
Committees of the Senate and House then must approve the
project before further federal assistance is available. Once
this is done the SCS administrator makes available the federal
money.
The federal funds pay the cost of engineering services ,
designing and inspection and up to 50 percent of construction
costs for irrigation, drainage, recreation and fish and wild
life development. It pays all of the costs for construction
for flood prevention.
The sponsoring organizations must obtain all land and
land rights needed for the watershed project. Loans are
available to the sponsors under the Farmers Home Administration.
The local organization is responsible for installation
work. The SCS and the local organizations enter into agree
ments covering each potential contract for construction and
this is the basis obligating the federal funds.
Then the sponsors call for bids award contracts for the
construction.
Two Oxford County men have been given credit for taking
the view into the future which has resulted in the planning
of the watershed project. They are Nelson A. Tucker, Buck
field first selectman, and Kenneth E. Cole, Sumner first
selectman.
The two recreational - flood control project at Jersey
Brook and the West Branch will provide two constant level
lakes.
Four dams are included in the flood control and recrea
tional program.
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From the standpoint of cost the West Branch program will
be the most expensive, but some $350,000 of the estimated over
all cost is for reconstruction of Rute 219 by the State High
way Commission. The first estimated cost was $880 , 897, but
this has been lowered somewhat in the current plan draft
through elimination of channel work below the dam and raising
the dam height slightly.
The work on Jersey Brook in Buckfield and Turner is
estimated at $397,198.
The two smaller strictly flood control projects are less
expensive. The Darnit Brook work is estimated at $287,777 and
that at Basin Falls at $168,127.
Major floods on the Nezinscot River have occurred in 1936,
1953, 1954 and 1962, with that of 1953 being the most destruc
tive.
Estimated overall costs to the towns is $190,000 to
Sumner, $124,027 to Buckfield, and $51,499 to Turner.
The overall estimated cost of the four projects is
$1,952,937, with $1,060,889 to come from federal funds.
Now that a new overall plan for the projects has been
drafted and is in the process of being approved, the next
step is for hearings to be held and the sponsors to acquire
rights and op~ions on the property to be involved .
As yet, officials are not ready to say what kind of fish
would be best suited to the two recreational use lakes. Some
considerable depth of water will be built up behind the two
large dams of the man-made lakes but studies will have to be
made after the lakes are formed to determine the best type of
fish for the lakes. It may be that the lakes will be suffici
ently deep so that Maine salmon and trout may be planted or
it may be that only warmer water fish can be stocked.
Present plans do not include any provisions for fishways
at the dams but it may be found that when the Androscoggin
River is cleaned up that salmon may once again run and fish
ways will become a necessity.
February 3, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal
Land Use Projection

The 20-year projection of land uses in Androscoggin
County as presented to the Androscoggin Valley Regional Plan
ning Commission appears founded on safe ground. The projection
was presented to the AVRPC by William Dickson, a special
Department of Economic Development consultant serving as
liaison official between the Wilbur Smith survey firm and
various planning groups.
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Dickson pointed out that unexpected, major developments
could alter the course of the two decade projection. Fundamen
tally the outline projected by the Wilbur Smith Firm was one
enfisaging Lewiston and Auburn as the continuing hub or heart
of the area. Substantial industrial and commercial growth in
these communities is anticipated by 19S5o Other significant
industrial development is expected in Lisbon, Livermore Falls
and Mechanic Falls.
While there probably will be some settlement of industries
in some of the other county town, the projection looks for
them to play a major role as residential and recreational
centers, along with continuing agricultural pursuits.
Dickson expressed personal disagreement with one aspect
of the projection. This was in connection with the projection's
suggestion that a large area of land along the river should
be reserved for recreational use. He said there has been
much expansion along the river valley and that more of the
same is to be expected.
He explained that the reason for the firm's advocacy of
reserving much of the valley for recreational use might be
due to the belief that a growing traffic problem would be
created by the building of homes along the main highways para
lleling the river. To forestall this and to carry out the
projection, he concluded, communities would have to work with
the regional planners to encourage growth away from the river.
Certainly
tional asset.
pollution, and
it might serve
for fishing.

the Androscoggin represents a potential recrea
It is being improved annually with respect to
it is not unreasonable to foresee the day when
as a recreational site for boating and even

February 11, 1966

Lewiston Daily Sun
L-A HOUSING PROJECT PLAN
IS REVEALED

$2,000,000 FHA Load Certificate
Handed to the Developer
By DAVID SARGENT
More than
constructed in
ject announced
Auburn Gardens

300 units of middle-income apartments will be
both Lewiston and Auburn in a $5 million pro
Thursday by Herman Brettman, developer of the
apartment project currently under construction.

Lewiston's apartments, to be known as Tall Pines Gardens,
will be constructed on Montello Street Extention between Main
Street and the Androscoggin River. This 25-acre site is west
of the Central Maine Power Company's Main Street garage and
includes the former Thurstonia Riding School property.

26.
Both sites were purchased from the Winter Scientific
Institutions.
Each city will have 152 units of two - and three - bed
room ap~rtments . Large colonial style structures will contain
six, eight or ten units in each,all fully furnished.
Brettman said the natural attributes of the site will be
kept , and additional landscaping will be done. Ample parking
will be provided, as well as attractive and well-lit streets.
All power lines will be underground ,
To Begin Soon
Work on the project will begin as soon as the frost is
out of the ground , Brettman said. 'rwe will be able to finish
what we start within 90 days," he added . An assembly line
technique of construction is used.
February 16,

196~

Lewiston Daily Sun
GULF ISLAND
SITE SURVEY
IS OJMPLETE
Committee Suggests Area
Be Used for Recreation
By r-1ILDRED COLE

The Recreation Committee of the Lewiston Planning Board
has completed its study on the proposed recreational develop
ment of the Gulf Island Dam site and reported its findings
at a board meeting Tuesday night.
The committee carne up with two recommendations that the
city acquire the land in that area and that funds be provided
for a professional consultant to study the project.
of an area sufficient to provide for a large recreation area
which would eventually include ski slopes to provide free
skiing for area youngsters: picnic areas; nature trails;
boating, swimming, and perhaps golf and tennis.
The second recommendation was cited as an immediate one:
That the city immediately provide funds to permit the planning
assistance grant so that a professional can be secured to
formulate a plan for the area, do the necessary surveys and
inventories and make the plan; and, finally, help the city ac
quire the lands necessary for such a recreation area.
CMP Cooperative
It was pointed out in the report that the area would be
more suitable as the cleanliness of the Androscoggin River is
improved, but currently the area above the Gulf Island Dam is
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suitable for motorboating . Some care in operating and some
restrictions of use would be necessary because of the dam,
but the nearly 14 miles of navigable river through attractive
c9Untry above the dam , coupled with the growing use of motor
boats, makes it pertinent to at 1east investigate the feasibility
of such use.
The study claims that a recreation report shows a deficien
cy of recreation property in the Androscoggin Valley Region
due to the lack of any coastal land and the shortage of large
lakes in relation to the size of the native population. In
addition , there is a scarcity of public recreational areas and
a deficiency of private recreation property .
A Central Maine Power Company spokesman was quoted as
saying the company has indicated an interest in the develop 
ment of recreation on the river and there are no roadblocks
to using the river and shores for boating or similar uses and
the CMF would be cooperative in planning such a development.
Tvlembers of the Lewiston Planning Board visited the area
in the summer of 1963 by boat and were impressed with the
recreational possihilities.
Because the river pollution plays a vital part in this
development, the committee has looked into the schedule for
classification of the river and has studied federal anti-pol 
lution laws . The report claims "The State Water Improvement
Commission has indicated to this committee that although the
future is somewhat uncertain , classification reco¢mendations
are supposed to be made by the 1967 Legislature . The Water
Improvement Commission is hoping for a 'C' classification ,
but there is no assurance the river will be so classified."
If the 'e' classification is applicable, the water might
eventually be safe for bathing but perhaps not desirable after
the classification is met. If a 'D' classification is put into
effect, use as a recreational water would be more or less hope
less .
~1ay Take Years
The report goes on "Present plans for time schedule are
based upon the hearings on the Androscoggin River when the
Department of Health, Education and '.1elfare stated orally that
they expected the reclamation to be accomplished by 1973 but
there is nothing in writing to substantiate this."
R, \V . !':tacdonald, chief engineer with the ~vIC, pointed out
that in cases where a reservoir is the size of that behind Gulf
Island Dam, it may take several years after treatment is ac
complished before stabilization is complete and the water
assumes its more or less permanent character .
The report goes into some of the possible methods of
gaining federal funds in assisting with the development of
recreation areas . However , it was pointed out at the board
meeting that these figures have changed recently and generally
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it is agreed that up to 50% of the cost would be provided in
land acquisition. It also was felt that possibly several gov
ernment agencies could be coordinated in obtaining funds for
acquisition and development.
February 16, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal
Editorial
Gulf Island and Recreation

Twenty years ago the idea of any recreation area in the
vicinity of Gulf Island Dam would have given ample reason for
ridicule. At that time the Androscoggin River was smelling
its worst, and anti-pollution treatment had not had sufficient
time to help much in reducing the odor.
Although the river is not yet ready for use as a giant
pool, one can walk its banks in the summer now with
out encountering the "rotten egg" smell which once character
ized its twisting course from Rumford to Brunswick. The situ
ation has improved to the point whereby the recommendation by
the Recreation Committee of the Lewiston Planning Board to the
effect the city should acquire land in the Gulf Island sector
suitable for development of a future park does not seem far
fetched.
swim~ing

The recommendation obviously looks ahead a few years;
possibly as many as six or eight. The value of the area for
recreational p.urposes may be determined by the 1967 :r.1aine
Legislature. Next year the Androscoggin is supposed to come
before the legislature for classification. Hopefully it will
be given a "C" classification, which would be likely to result
eventually in the water becoming suitable for swimming. Should
the river receive a "D" classification, it is unlikely the
area could be used for bathing and swimming, although it still
might prove a useful site in terms of picnic areas, nature
trails, boating, tennis courts and perhaps some day might be
come the location for an attractive muniCipal golf course.
Development of a Gulf Island recreational area presumably
would commence in the 1970s , with some of the decisions on
development contingent upon the classification given the river
by the ligislature. Twin city area citizens certainly should
support the state \I[ater Improvement Commission's expressed
hope that the Androscoggin will receive a "C" classification.
This appears to be the most important immediate objective with
respect to any hopes of establishing a recreational area at
Gulf Island that can offer a broad variety of recreational
activities.
There is no question regarding the suitability of the
Androscoggin watershed as a potential site for a number of
local parks and recreation areas, providing progress toward
cleaning up the river continues. Fundamentally this is one
of the most scenic rivers in the northeast.

29.
Lewiston Daily Sun

February 19, 1966
NUSKIE PROPOSES ADDED
WATER CONTROL MEASURE

WASHINGTON (AP) - A six year $6-billion program to implement
the Water Pollution Control Act passed last year was proposed
Friday by Sen. Edmund S. IJIuskie, D-l'-~aine, and 16 colleagues.
The bill for which Fiuskie invited additional cosponsors,
would institute a program of grants to municipalities for
sewage-treatment construction, with the federal government
paying 30 per cent of the total construction costs.
It would remove the present limits on individual grants.
Nuskie told the Senate that if enacted the bill would help
meet the estimated $20 billion cost of municipal sewage - treat
ment construction needed to meet national needs between now and
1972.
In addition, he said, it would provide incentives to the
states to participate by offering a 10 per cent bonus on grants
involving cases where the state matches the federal contribution.
It would provide for a long-term, low-interest loan pro
gram to assist communities in states where state funds and
local resources are not adequate to meet the local share.
Muskie explained that to assist states in improving their
own programs the bill WDuld provide an increase from $5 million
to $10 million in grants for state programs.
It would also authorize a $25 million dollar-a-year pro
gram of grants for the demonstration of advanced waste treatment
and water purification methods.
Muskie said that since its enactment of the bill last year
the concept of pollution abatement has been well received, but
he expressed disappointment that the effectiveness of two of
that measure's provisions have been delayed.
He said these called for the establishment of a Water
Pollution Control Administration in the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare and the appointment of a water pollution
control administrator.
"Quite frankly," he said, "we cannot afford to lose momen
tum at this time as a result of delays occasioned by adminis
trative uncertainty."
February 19, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal
Editorial
Pollution Treatment Bill

Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, junior senator of our state,
played a predominant role in the enactment of the Water

)0.

Pollution Control Act voted by the Congress last year. Muskie
and 16 other sena~ors now have proposed a six-year , $6 billion
program aimed at making grants available to municipalities for
sewage-treatment plant construction .
While it is conceivable the over-all amount and the time
schedule for the federal grants may be changed during the course
of the legislation's passage through Congress, there should
be no argument over the basic validity of the idea . It is
designed to assist in meeting the estimated $20 billion cost
of municipal sewage-treatment construction essential to meet
national needs between the present and 1972 .
Under the plan the federal appropriation would take care
of )0 per cent of total construction costs. There would be a
10 per cent bonus offered on grants involving cases where the
state matches the federal contribution . There also is provis
ion for a long-term, low interest loan program in states where
state funds and local resources are insufficient to meet the
local share.
There is no question regarding the nationwide need for the
treatment of sewage . No longer can population centers be per
mitted to dispose of raw wastes into rivers and streams .
Obviously the financial situation of the nation's cities and
towns will not permit them to undertake the extremely costly
business of treatment plants on their own.
It is our opinion the appropriation called for to carry
out the objectives of the Water Pollution Control Action ought
to receive favorable consideration . It may be , as noted above
that some relatively minor changes will be made i n the proposal ,
but certainly it should be voted with respect to its fundamen
tal features .
Februaly 21 , 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal

Reapportionment-Pollution
Legislative Council Topics
Maine's assistant attorney general, Phillip M. Kilmister
and the state president of the League of Women Voters , I>Irs.
Charles D. McEvoy Jr . of Bangor discussed two of the state's
pressing problems at a meeting of the Women ' s Legislative
Council held Thursday at Augusta.
Mr . Kilmister was representing the state's attorney
general who was unable to attend the meeting at which he was
to discuss ¥~ine's reapport ionment.
An encouraging picture of Maine's action in cleaning its
water resources was painted by Mrs. McEvoy in her revue of the
League of Women Voters' ten year study at a national level of
one of t he country's most disturbing problems.
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Maine Legislature first started facing up to problems of
pollution control in 1941, establishing the State Sanitary
Water which ten years later became the Water Improvement Com
mission. The first classification statue was passed in 1953
and while classification is accomplished in a rather cumber
some affair it seems to be paying off she reported.
She questioned the modifying of the classification system
to entice or accomodate new industry. An encouraging indica
tion of the way pollution control program is finally taking
hold in Maine is the number of preliminary sewer plans on file
with the Commission. As of October, 1965 91 preliminary re
ports were on file.
The next major problems for this state will be enforcement.
The Commission staff has been devoting a third of its time to
classification and only 15% to enforcement. With classifica
tion nearing completion this emphasis will shift, she said.
One of the basic technical needs for a good enforcement pro
gram will be a monitoring system to detect violations.
The Maine statue gives little power to the Commission in
the line of enforcement and she added that "a few cases, vigor
ously persued by the attorney-general would do much to set an
example and prove the law has teeth." As sewage treatment
becomes more general in Maine it is the tax payers themselves
who are going to insist on enforcement to protect their in
vestments, she feels.
February 22, 1966
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Discuss Recreational Possibilities
Along The Androscoggin
William Dickson, planner for the Androscoggin Valley
Regional Planning Commission, discussed recreational posibili
ties along the Androscoggin River, on Central Maine Power Com
pany-owned land above the Gulf Island Dam with members of the
Lewiston Planning Board last night.
Planning Board Chairman John Telow asked Dickson whom
the board would see to get help. "What is the chance of get
ting you for the planning end of the project," asked Telow.
Dickson said that he was employed by the Maine Depart
ment of Economic Development and is attached to the AVRPC
as part of the Wilbur Smith Associates survey of land use in
the area. "I will need a clearance for the DED but I am sure
I will be able to get one to allow me to get you started," he
told the planners.
Might Be Bigger
The planners were told by Dickson that if they went
ahead on their own and made it a municipal project the plans
would have to be reviewed by the regional planning commission.
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Dickson told the planners he hoped that they would consider
the regional aspect as they would find it easier to get funds
for the project. "If you want funds for the project, the
regional group would have to certify that the project was
consistent with their programs," Said Dickson.
The project could become part of a bigger project that
would encompass the entire country. "This might become a part
of something bigger, 'f he said.
Board member John B. Beliveau asked Dickson if a plan had
to be submitted to the regional group and Dickson replied in
the affirmative. "You will have to submit a plan or a program,"
said Dickson.
Other Questions
Dickson told the planners the Lewiston Urban Renewal Auth
ority could be used to acquire land for any public purpose.
The discussion turned to engineering and planning for the area
and the planners were told by board member Lionel Lachance
that they could have the use of the city engineer for the plan
ning of the project if they requested the permission of the
Finance Board.
The planners were told that several questions must be
answered when undertaking a project of this kind. One of
these questions was, "Is the area convenient for a large number
of people?"
"On the surface it seems that the answer to that question
is yes," said Dickson.
Otmr questions, according to Dickson, are the availability
of access roads into the area, power facilities and room for
the necessary facilities.
Winter Use
Another important question asked by Dickson that he felt
needed to be answered is the suitability of the area for develop 
mente "Are the beaches sandy, what is the depth of the water,
are the currents safe for swimming and are there natural features
worth preserving," are all questions that Dickson feels should
be answered.
The talk turned to winter recreation in the area and the
planners discussed skiing, ski sledding and perhaps skating.
It was pointed out that the proposed area contains the highest
point in the Twin Cities, Taylor Hill.
Dickson said that the planners should start getting an
swers to build up the case for or against the area as a recre
ational site. t~ost of the answers are going to be yes,"
Dickson said.
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Another practical aspect of the discussion , said Dickson ,
is and the cost of developing i t . '~#ho i s going to furnis h the
funds ," asked Dickson . " That is a question that needs to be
answered ."
To Seek Meeting
Dickson to l d the planners that the first step is to pre
sent to the regional planning cowaission their plans for a
recreational project . The board agreed they should go before
the AVRPC at the earliest opportunity .
Ann Ward , board secretary , was i nstructed to write a
l etter to Fernand Barriault chairman of the Androscoggin Valley
Regional Planning Commission , asking for a meeting of the two
organizations "immediately ."
After some discussion , the board voted to attend in a
body . The next scheduled meeting of the Lewiston Planning
Board will take place at 6:30 p.m . Tuesday , r.iarch 1 , and will
be a joint meeting with the LeVliston Housing A;.lthority at its
offices , Room 516 , 95 Park St . The meeting is for the purpose
of discussing the 60-unit housing for the elderly pro j ect which
is to be located in the urban renewal project area .
Lewiston Daily Sun
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Land - Use Plan Is
Explained to Officials

Recreation Area in Center Of
County Valley Planned
By Arthur F . Bisson
The proposed Schematic Land-Use map for Androscoggin
County was aired before town officials of three communities
in the Androscoggin Valley at a meeting at Turner Tuesday
night , and apparently met with their approval.
William Dickson , part-time planner for the Androscoggin
Valley Regional Planning Commission , addressed 15 officials
of Turner , Leeds and Buckfield at the special meeting at the
Turner Fire Station .
Dickson explained the projected program of 1985 and received
several suggestions for changes from the town officials . The AVffC
representative noted , however , the program is just a plan that
can be used as a guideline for future progra.i~uning .
Recreation Area
A highlight of the session was discussion on a proposed
recreation and reserve land area which may run north t o s outh
f rom Livermore to Le,:>ds , Turner , Greene, Auburn and LeHiston .
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Part of the area south of Turner is currently used as a
game reserve, Dickson was advised by Buckfield officials .
Dickson remarked that land in the center of the valley
could prove quite accessible to residents of all communities
in the area . This , he said , would be in direct contrast with
the present "ribbon" development which has expanded along Route
4 over the past several years.
The recreation area, he conmlented , would run along the
Androscoggin River and it could benefit the county in the
long run . Dickson briefly made mention of the planned state
park for the Lower Range area near Poland which would take
care of the southern part of the county .
Skiing Area
Dickson noted the plan was drawn by Wilbur Smith and
Associates, at the request of the State of Maine, in conjunc
tion with a Traffic Transportation Study for the AVRPC.
A memorandum prepared by the firm , he said , stated briefly
some of the future municipal functions of the various communities
in the county.
For example , Dickson remarked , the study indicated that
Buckfield , several years from now , may be a largely rural
residential area with recreation orientation, it was said , means
that the community may develop a skiing area at Owl's Head and
water sports on the mUlti- purpose watershed project along the
Turner boundary .
A large portion of Leeds, Dickson commented , will be
preserved land due to the swamp conditions . Also , water re 
creation may be planned on the Androscoggin Lake and Androscog
gin River . An industrial area may be programmed in association
with the railroad, he said .
Money Needed
Turner, Dickson commented, is subject to a highway oriented
business; industrial development on or around the present air
port site; water recreation on Androscoggin River and in con
junction with Buckfield-Turner mUlti-purpose watershed project .
In asking for comments from the town officals, represen
tatives of Buckfield agreed with the recreation plan for that
community . The only problem , said one official , is that the
program will cost money .
It was also indicated that an area south of Buckfield
running toward Turner , could possibly be developed into a hshore
area ." Reference was made to the Nezinscot River which starts
at Sumner , runs between Buckfield and Turner , then travels
easterly south of Turner to a point where it joins the Andros
coggin River .
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As for Turner, officials of that community wondered why the
plan established the town center at Turner Center. It was in
dicated that many public buildings and businesses are located
off Route 4 at Turner Village. Dickson replied the center
was probably pinpointed because of schools in the area. He
also noted that future planning calls for development away
from major arteries.
AVRPC Help
A representative from Leeds said the program was good,
but he said it is quite difficult to obtain approval of the
"simplest building code" from the townspeople.
At this point, other town officials noted similar problems
in their areas. It was reported many of the special programs ,
from which a community could benefit, actually scare the people
because they are not given all of the required information.
Dickson suggested that this is where the AVRPC enters the
picture. "Maybe the AVRPC can be the expert to explain the
programs,ff he said.
It also was evidenced in the general discussion that
several small towns are in the process of having, or have had ,
several problems with sewerage disposal and water pollution .
Dickson emphasized at the start of his talk that the
small towns playa vital role in the overall planning program
of a county • .
Other Meetings
Town officials indicated that often they are in need of
some kind of standards to interest their people in undertaking
various types of programs . Dickson again pointed out that
this may be where the AVRPC could be a tremendous asset .
At Tuesday's meeting , Greene was also slated to be repre
sented , but no town officials were present . Dickson said he
will attempt to incorporate the Greene officials at one or two
more meetings planned in the near future.
Dickson indicated his next meeting will be held Feb . 28
at Lisbon for communities in that portion of the county. Then,
a session would be held at Livermore for towns in the northern
part of the county.
The session lasted just
which included selectmen and
pleased with the information
also asked several questions
programming by the AVRPC .

over 90 minutes , and the audience ,
planning poard members , appeared
made available by Dickson , who
which will prove useful in future
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Community Officials Hold l;leeting
Fifteen community officials from Turner , Leeds and Buck
field last night attended a meeting at the Turner Fire Station
at which the proposed Schematic Land-Use plan for Androscoggin
County was discussed by William Dickson , part-time planner
for the Androscoggin Valley Regional Planning Commission .
Dickson explained the projected program of 1985 and
received several suggestions for changes from the town officials .
The AVRPC representative noted , however , the program i s just
a plan that can be used as a guideline for future programming .
Recreation Area
A highlight of the session was discussion on a proposed
recreation and reserve land area which may run north to south
from Livermore to Leeds, Turner, Greene , Auburn and Lewiston .
Part of the area south of Turner is currently used as a
game reserve, Dickson was advised by Buckfield officials .
Dickson remarked that land in the center of the valley could
prove quite accessible to residents of all communities in
the area . This , he said , would be in direct contrast with
the present "ribbon" development which has expanded along
Route 4 over the past several years .
The recreation area, he commented , would run along the
Androscoggin River and it could benefit the county in the
long run . Dickson briefly made mention of the planned state
park for the Lower Range area near Poland which would take
care of the southern part of the county .
Skiing Area
Dickson noted the plan was drawn by Wilbur Smith and
Associates , at the request of the State of Maine in conjunction
with a Traffic Transportation Study for the AVRPC . A memorandum
prepared by the firm, he said , stated briefly some of the future
municipal functions of the various communities in the county .
For example , Dickson remarked , the study indicated that
Buckfield , several years from now, may be a largely rural
r esidential area with recreation orientation . Recreation
orientation, it was said , means that the community may develop
a skiing area at Owl's Head and water sports on the multi
purpose watershed project along the Turner boundary .
A large portion of Leeds, Dickson commented , will be
preserve land due to the sw~p conditions . Also water recrea
tion may be planned on the Androscoggin Lake and Androscoggin
River . An industrial area may be programmed in association
with the railroad , he said .
JJloney Needed
Turner , Dickson commented, is subject to a highway
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oriented business; industrial development on or around the
present airport site; water recreation on Androscoggin River
and in conjunction with Buckfield-Turner mUlti-purpose water
shed project.
In asking for comments from the town officals, representa
tives of Buckfield agreed with the recreation plan for that
community. The only problem said one official, is that the
program will cost money.
It was also indicated that an area south of Buckfield,
running toward Turner, could possibly be developed into a
"shore area." Reference was made to the Nezinscot River which
starts at Sumner, runs between Buckfield and Turner, then
travels easterly south of Turner to a point where it joins
the Androscoggin River.
As for Turner, officals of that community wondered why
the plan established the to~m center at Turner Center. It was
indicated that many public buildings and businesses are located
off Route 4 at Turner Village. Dickson replied the center was
probably pinpointed because of schools in the area. He also
noted that future planning calls for development away from
major arteries.
AVRPC Help
A representative from Leeds said the program was good,
but he said it is quite difficult to obtain approval of the
"simplest building code" from the townspeople.
At this point, other town officials noted similar problems
in their areas. It was reported many of the special programs,
from which a community could benefit , actually scare the people
because they are not given all of the required information.
Dickson suggested that this is where the AVRPC enters
the picture. '~aybe the AVRPC can be the expert to explain
the programs," he said.
It also was evidenced in the general discussion that
several small towns are in the process of having, or have had,
several problems with sewerage eisposal and water pollution.
Dickson emphasized at the start of his talk that the small
towns play a vital role in the overall planning program of a
county.
Other Meetings
Town officials indicated that often they are in need of
some kind of standards to interest their people in undertaking
various types of programs. Dickson again pointed out that
this may be where the AVRPC could be a tremendous asset.
At Tuesday's meeting, Greene was also slated to be repre
sented, but no town officials were present. Dickson said he
will attempt to incorporate the Greene officials at one or
two more meetings planned in the near future.
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Dickson indicated his next meeting will be held Feb. 28
at Lisbon for communities in that portion of the countyo Then,
a session would be held at Livermore for towns in the northern
part of the county.
The session lasted just
which included selectmen and
pleased with the information
also asked several questions
programming by the AVRPC.

over 90 minutes, and the audience,
planning board members, appeared
made available by Dickson, who
which will prove useful in future
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Johnson Proposes Expanded
Federal-State-Local Plan To
Clean Up Nation's Rivers
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Johnson proposed to Congress today
a vast program to combat pollution, clean entire river basins
and change from "a barren America, bereft of its beauty and shorn
of its sustenance."
Johnson sent Congress a long special message spelling
out details. The message lacked any price tag for all he
has in mind.
But Johnson asked $50 million
demonstration.program for cleaning
begin now," he said, "to clean and
basins from their sources to their

for a single phase - a
rivers. "I propose that we
preserve entire river
mouths."

The ultimate goal is to clean all of the nation's rivers,
the President said, and eventually these projects will pay
their own way from money local communities collect from users
of the waters.
Johnson had some other proposals;
That Congress authorize completion of the National Park
System by 1972 - the 100th anniversary of Yellowstone, the
first national park. He mentioned especially a Redwood national
park in Northern California and sajd he will submit separate
legislation to establish it. He said it will be costly but
we must move swiftly to save "the majesty of a forest whose
trees soared upward 2000 years ago."
He said he will be passing along legislative
for development of a nationwide system of trails,
near metropolitan areas, patterned along lines of
Trail which swings along the mountains from Maine

proposals
particularly
the Appalachian
to Georgia.

Johnson asked that the Interior Department be given the
responsibility for leading the national "clean water effort."
He said he is submitting to Congress a plan to transfer to
Interior the Water Pollution Control Administration now in
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
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. Beyond that , the president proposed establishment of a
national water commission to bring together "the very best
minds in the country" to judge present efforts and recommend
long-range plans .
A tough tightening of enforcement authority got Johnson's
approval. He recowQended among other things that the federal
government be given authority immediately to vring suit to
stop pollution that threatens public health or welfare . He
suggested tha t private ci tizans be allowed to sue in federal
court for relief from pollution . He proposed registration of
all existing or potential sources of pollution, with authority
for U. S. officials to inspect them.
Johnson said in his budget message Jan . 24 that he would
recommend legislation to "strengthen water pollution enforce
ment authority including the registration of those responsible
for discharging effluents into interstate and navigable streams"
and "expand research , training , and control programs and demon
strate new techniques for waste treatment."
February 24, 1966
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PRES IDENT URGSS VAS T PROGRlJ~
TO \'lAGE \vAR ON POLLUTION PROBLEH
1:JASHINGTON (AP) - President Johnson proposed Wednesday a
vast program to wage war on water and air pollution and to
expand the national parks system so that future generations
can enjoy "a sane environment" of beauty .
Johnson urged Congress to approve steps toward a federal
partnership with states and communities to clear entire river
basins . And he proposed greater federal help in stifling the
blight of smoke and chemicals, especially near cities.
Conceding that the undertaking will be costly and cannot
be completed in a year or five years , the President said the
present course leads "to a barren America, bereft of its beau
ty and shorn of its sustenance."
"This generation has already suffered losses from pol
lution that run into billions of dollars each year," Johnson
said. "But the ultimate cost of pollution is incalculable."
The President put no price tag on his proposals , except
to estimate it would cost 50 million in the first year to
start a clean rivers demonstration program. But administra
tion officials estimated that the total cost for the fiscal
year startine next July 1 would be $91 million, including
the $50 million Jbhnson mentioned.
The clean water proposal, as Johnson outlined it, would
provide federal aid for initial construction of water treatment
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works. Thereafter, local communities would be expected to
charge water users to keep the water clean.
State and local governments would be expectpd to set up
organizations to handle their participation. So~e could be
handled through interstate compacts, Johnson said.
An Interior Department official expressed the opinion
that the Potomac, Hudson and Delaware river basins might well
be the first in the nation to qualify because they already
have some clean water planning under way.
The department official spoke of a backlog of $20 billion
to $30 billion that would have to be cleared over perhaps 10
to 20 years before communities can take over the job. He said
the federal and state governments each would finance 30 per
cent of the costs and local communities 40 per cent. This
would mean a federal outlay of $6 billion to $9 billion, he
said.
The new program would start by supplementing the program
of federal aid to waste disposal plants under which expenditure
of $150 million a year in grants now is authorized.
Johnson also proposed these programs to prevent "the de
struction of irreplaceable forest lands."
--Completion of the national park system by 1972 -- the
lOOth anniversary of Yellowstone, the first national park.
The President said "many scenic masterpieces remain unprotected
and deserve early inclusion" in the system.
--Creation of a 45,000 acre Redwood National Park in
Northern California to save "the majesty of a forest whose
trees soared upward 2,000 years ago." Officials said this
would require an initial outlay of $10 million.
--For a region which has no park, study a Connecticut
River national area long New England's largest river in New
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts and Connecticut.
--Early completion of studies and planning for two new
parks -- the Apostles Isles seashore along Lake Superior and
North Casacades in Washington State.
--Foster aevelopment of a nationwide system of trails
with special emphasis on locations near metropolitan areas.
--Matching grants to states and to the National Trust for
historic preservation to preserve buildings and sites of
historic significance.
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Editorial
Auburn's New Look

Auburn's downtown area will present a new look at an
approximate cost to the city of $574,000 providing the Great
Falls urban renewal project is approved. The actual gross
cost of the project, which falls within the borders represented
by the Androscoggin River, Court and Turner Streets and the
Maine Central Railroad right of way, will run over $).6 million.
The attractive package represented by the Great Falls
plan will convert the area into one offering modern business
structures, including a large department store; a much-needed,
new federal building; modern office space; ample, convenient
parking, and an attractive esplanade along the bank of the
river from the vantage point overlooking West Pitch to Court
Street. Effective use of trees and shrubbery will make the
entire area appealing as well as a thoroughly functional bus
iness sector.
Looking ahead a few years, it is safe to predict the Great
Falls project will more than pay for itself in terms of tax
revenues to the city. While there will be fewer buildings than
at present, the type of construction coupled with the develop
ment of the area into a modern business center will make overall
property values higher than at present. Equally significant,
and possibly more so, will be the econimic stimulation created
by this "new look". Finally, a number of current businesses
in the sector encompassed by the Great Falls project will re
locate in Auburn, which means there will be an overall net
gain for the city in terms of commercial enterprises.
February 26, 1966
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Editorial
Implementing Pollution Laws

The enactment of the Water Pollution Control Act by
Congress last year was a signal achievement of Sen. Edmund S.
Muskie , who has been in the forefront of such legislative
effort. But unless the Act is implemented, through adequate
finanCing, its language will be meaningless and its accomplish
ments nil. That is why we support the admittedly ambitious
program sponsored by our Maine senator to make available the
necessary funds.
Sen. Muskie has proposed a six-year program which is to
cost six billion dollars. It provides for grants to munici
. palities for sewage-treatment construction; grants to the
states to improve their anti-pollution programs; long range i
low interest loans to help communities where state and loca
funds cannot do the job necessary; and funds for a program of
demonstrations of advanced waste treatment and water purif'ica
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tion methods .
The senator has stated that the concept of pollution
abatement has been well received , but he is disappointed that
more results have not been obtained .
The Muskie proposal should get a real boost from the
strong support which President Johnson has given to efforts
at cleaning up our waters. Recently , the President urged Con
gress to approve a partnership between the federal government
and the states and communities to clean up entire river basins .
Such a move would be even more far reaching than the program
Sen . Muskie advanced .
It has taken a long , long time for the American public
to become concerned about the pollution of its vital water
resources . Today , as a result of the leadership of men like
Sen . Muskie and President Johnson, a real beginning toward
clean water has been made .
February 28 , 1966
Lewiston Daily Sun
This Androscoggin Regional Planning
Map Shows Proposed Land Use
Caption under picture of map .
Northern Androscoggin County in 1985
The possible development of northern Androscoggin County
by 1985 is depicted in this map prepared by Wilbur Smith and
Associates in conjunction with its area land-use and trans
portation study . Most notable are the areas designated for
recreational use or reserve lands . These are indicated by
diagonal lines , and the land along the Androscoggin River is
set aside almost exclusively for this purpose .
As planners of the various communities have been told ,
the map is an " ideal", and since some commercial and residential
development already has taken place along the river , the area
probably never will appear as the map shows it. Another im
portant recommendation of the survey firm is developing tighter
community units to eliminate homes being strung out along the
county's roads. This would greatly minimize the services ex
penditures of the small towns.
March 5, 1966
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Clark to Brief Planners on
Auburn Flood Plain Survey

Members of the Auburn Planning Board will head a report
Tuesdayfrom City Planner-Engineer Arthur Clark on a recent
meeting in regard to an application for a flood plain survey.
The survey is done by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers on
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request of municipalities and there is no cost for the service.
Clark has met with representatives of the Corps of Engineers
to set the wheels in motion, and he said Friday night applica
tion has been made.
Clark explained that the survey includes profiles of the
river, with the sections which should be considered in the
flood plain designated. He said the study could result in
some adjustments to the present flood plain zone on the city's
zoning map.
"Auburn is a forerunner in the state, as far as flood
plain control is concerned." However , he said, it is important
to get up-to-date information on flood prevention.
Clark said the survey will provide
extent of damage that could result from
attempt to determine if the flood level
flood of the Androscoggin River - could

some indication of the
future floods , and will
of 1936 - the worst
possibly be exceeded.

It should also indicate whether a similar flood is due
under a predictable schedule such as every 50 years or every
75 years.
The application also requests that a check be made of
other federal projects along the Androscoggin River and a
report be nade on how they would flood plains.
Clark said the survey information will be available to
the public. He did not know when the results could be expected,
if it is approved and funded .
Another item coming up for discussion at the Planning
Board meeting will be a review of the Auburn Zoning Ordinance.
Auburn Building Inspector Richard Bastow reported Friday that
he has been going over the ordinance in an attempt to pull
together some of the sections.
Various parts of the ordinance refer to other ordinances,
and Bastow has been trying to streamline the wording so the
ordinance will be more workable. Some other recommendations
for minor changes also are expected to be made .
March 9, 1966
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ON REGION PLAN HELD

Need for Basic Codes
Also Stressed for
Livermore Area
By DAVID SARGBNT
The need for some basic codes and ordinances in the
smaller cownunities was again brought out Tuesday night at the
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last of a series of four meetings at North Livermore for dis
cussion of land-use projections.
Representatives of Livenllore and Livennore Falls met with
William Dickson , Portland planner who has been retained by the
~Iaine Department of Economic Development to serve as liaison
between the DED , the survey firm of Wilbur Smith and Associates ,
and the towns of the Androscoggin Valley. He reviewed the
content of a land-use map prepared by the firm projecting area
development through 1985.
Three previous meetings at l-lechanic Falls, Turner and Lis
bon also revealed that the town fathers of the smaller commun
ities feel some guidelines , such as building codes and some
form of zoning, are essential to systematic development . Dick
son sqid the information supplied by the representatives at
the meeting will be valuable in coordinating regional develop
ment.
To Report
The planner said a swnmary of these findings will be
given to the Androscoggin Valley Regional Planning Commission
within a few weeks .
Fourteen representatives of Livermore and Livermore Falls
attended Tuesday's session -- a better percentage per town
than other meetings. They were generally selectmen and members
of planning boards.
After Dickson's explanation of the existing land uses in
the area, and the projected look for 1985, the group went into
an informal discussion of the problems in this northern section
of the region. It was pointed out that no pressing problems
currently exist , but some were foreseen unless certain regula
tions are adopted.
Livermore has a building code but Selectman Leslie E.
Boothby remarked that it includes only the bare essentials .
Another Livermore selectman and member of the AVRPC , Laurence
B. Boothby added that the town "could have-a problem" if fur
ther cottage development is experienced around the ponds.
Doesn't Apply
Lowell Bowles, a third selectman, pointed out that the
code doesn't even apply to the cottages , and Lewlie Boothby
added that it is time the town did some revising.
Dickson asked if the town has had any problems with pol
lution in the ponds, and several representatives replied that
this had not happened yet, although it could in the future.
Selectman Earle H. Beckler agreed. He noted that several
cottages are now year-round residences.
The talk also touched on the possibilities of recreational
uses for the Androscoggin River. Generally, it was felt that
the plan has a great potential, but the current is swifter near
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Livermore Falls, and most of the recreational use would prob
ably develop south of the Turner Center bridge.
"I can't imagine much cottage development , " said Leslie
Boothby, "but it would be good around here for boat lauching."

Beckler also remarked that there are plenty of fish in
the river, and the sport potential would greatly increase as
the river is cleaned up. He mentioned that sewers from a cou
ple of buildings empty into the river, and although there is
presently no control for this, something will probably have
to be done in the future.
The drafting of a zoning ordinance for Livermore Falls
also came in for a lengthy discussion. Tilaurice lapointe , a
member of the Livermore Falls planning board, said an attempt
had been made to pass a zoning ordinance, but it had been
rejected.
Lapointe told the group that a lot of the opposition
apparently comes from the eomplicated legal terms and length
of the ordinance, as well as misinformation. He said people
read newspaper stories of zoning squabbles in other communi
ties, and this discourages them.
Dickson agreed, adding that "bad press does do some damage
in smaller communities." He explained that people need to be
informed of the good side of zoning to balance the reports of
zoning problems .
The projections for Livermore Falls were not discussed
at length because of the more complex problems of the larger
community. However, that towns representatives agreed that
residential gro~~h can be expected because of the new Inter
national Paper Company plant at Jay. It will continue to be
an important sub-regional shopping center.
Dickson said the Livermore Falls area is "beginning to
get into another region" and it is not as closely related to
the Lewiston-Auburn-Lisbon center of the Androscoggin region.
March 9, 1966
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Auburn Planning Board Names
Committee to Study
Problems of Flood Plain

The Auburn Planning Board took action on several items
last night at an hour-long session held at the City Building.
In a continuation of the study of flood plain zoning in
the city, the planners appointed a committee to probe more
deeply into the problems of flood plain zoning.
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Action came after City Engineer-Planner Arthur O. Clark
reported to the board on a recent conference involving the
Army Corps of Engineers, who propose to conduct a thorough
study of the matter.
Named to the committee were Attorney Paul Choate and
Arthur Legendre. They will work with Clark on the study.
Revised Ordinances
Building Inspector Richard Bastow appeared before the
planners with several suggestions to change the wording of
sone of the city's zoning ordinances.
The PB suggested that Bastow draw up the proposed changes
and submit them to the planners for study. The planning board
indicated that it would then submit the material to a committee
studying revision of the ordinances.
March 11, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal

AVRPC Gives Recreation Area Approval
The Androscoggin Valley Regional Planning Commission gave
its wholehearted approval to an Androscoggin River Valley re
creation area, at a meeting with the Lewiston Planning Board
last night.
After hea"ring the Lewis ton planners' proposal for a river
recreation project on a regional scale, the AVRPC planners
voiced unanimous enthusiasm, and they immediately launched
into a discussion of the appropriate steps to bring the pro
ject to life. The most significant decisions were to contact
representatives of the State Parks and Recreation Commission
and see that the plan coincides with that agency's statewide
plans, and to investigate several possibilities for financing.
They were in accord on one major point -- that there is
justification in terms of need and feasibility of execution,
and it will meet with general approval. They also talked over
the advisability of getting backing from various groups.
"No Question"
William Dickson, part-time planner for the AVRPC told the
group, "There's no question but there are regional possibilities
here. To what extent we don't know yet. We'll have to look
into the extent of state plans, and so forth.
"There are definitely advantages in coming to the AVRPC
with this," he assured the Lewiston planners. "This group
should represent the consensus of the communities," he said.
Dickson mentioned a number of possibilities for financing
and executing the project. "I wouldn't be sure which is the
best at this pOint," he said.
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The planner suggested both the Open Space Land Program,
and a federal program for recreational projects. He warned
that in order to justify these plans, a study of the whole area
might have to be made, but by getting statements of support
from various state agencies and other groups, there might be
sufficient information already available to support the plan.
Land-Use Plan
"The Land-Use Plan prepared by Wilbur Smith and Associates
is very$rong on recreation," said Dickson, "particularly in
this area." He noted that the recent series of meetings with
representatives of smaller communities has shown that the re
commendations "are widely accepted."
"You still have the real problem of deciding who is going
to administer it," Dickson pointed out. He suggested that it
might be directed by the state or by a regional park commission.
Frank Milliken, representing the Maine Department of Eco
nomic Development, also agreed in the possibilities of the plan.
However, he remarked that the recent transportation study is
being carried out with the understanding that the area will
have a full-time planning staff before federal assistance
should be expected. He suggested that this might be the time
for the several communities to work out some kind of coopera
tion in hiring a planner.
Milliken agreed that the proposed project "should be in
harmony with, if not in conjunction with, any plans of the
state." He noted that the priority for recreational assistance
from the state depends largely on the statewide appeal.
Several members of the Lewiston Planning Board, as well
as Dickson, pointed out that the over-all plan encompasses 14
miles of river frontage, and between 1,500 to 2,000 acres, in
cluding water. It would serve a population area of about
90,000, plus tourists.
"There are some physical problems," Dickson siad, refer
ring to the river splitting the area into two separate parts.
He was quickly picked up on this point by Howard Stimets of
New Gloucester, who termed the split an "advantage rather
than a disadvantage." He suggested that one side be kept as
wild land and the other be developed for more active forms
of recreation.
Stimets remarked that surveys have revealed "a dearth of
recreation in the area."
Auburn Zoning
Maurice Keene, a member of the Auburn Planning Board as
well as the AVRPC, stated that the key to the project "is
going to be how well the region works on this as a group."
He said he believes the planners should develop a strong
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regional group and then go after the support of all communities
that would be involved in it.
Keene pointed out that Auburn has zoned the entire area
suggested for the project as farm and forest. Although Auburn
has taken no official stand on the development of the area
for recreation, he said, the farm and forest zone "indirectly
has set aside this area, to a certain degree for a possible
future use of this nature."
"I would think that Auburn would definitely go along with
this," continued Keene. There is a definite need for it, he
said, and the AVRPC is strong enough "to go to bat for anyone
or combination of communities."
Dickson recommended the group get busy on submitting at
least a sketchy outline to the state agency so they would have
something concrete to incorporate in whatever planning they
may do.
Also expressing their approval of the plan were Albion
Ricker of Turner, Laurence Boothby of Livermore Falls, and
Fern Barriault, AVRPC chairman.
The DED representative again suggested that some consid
eration be given to the possible administration. He s~id he
doubts that the county could own it but a regional district
might be possible.
Mrs. Ann \vard of the Lewiston Planning Board showed the
group a copy of a report which she had found, but which had
no indication of authorship. She said it strongly advises
the development of a Gulf Island recreational area.
Barriault and Stimets identified it as an excerpt from
a Base Economic Study of Androscoggin County undertaken a few
years ago by their own group.
Several other facets of the plan came up for considera
tion. They included the progress in cleaning up the river
and the possibility of expanding a flood plane survey recently
requested by Auburn of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
The AVRPC members agreed to take back a report of the
meeting to their respective planning boards, and the Lewiston
planners indicated that they will be keeping the Lewiston
Board of I1ayor and Aldermen informed on the matter. They also
decided to seek statements of support from the Central Maine
Power Company and the Water Improvement Commission.
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Caption Under Picture

TO DO A DISAPPEARING ACT - ~Vhile today's temperatures were a
bit on the t'hilly side, the warm weather of the past week has
done much to make the heavy snO'V-lcover of the winter, now
nearly over (we hope!) do a real disappearing act. And, it
won't be long before this pile of snow, accumulated on the
banks of the Androscoggin River by the Auburn Highway Depart
ment, will slip into the water and disappear, leaving behind
only a memory of a winter that has been the first real winter
in many years. This pile is at Auburn's major snowdump,
located off North Main Street.
l~arch

12, 1966

Lewiston Journal Iqagazine Section

30 Years Ago Androscoggin River Went On Rampage
By CLINT ~JHITNEY
Just 30 years ago, on i~arch 12, 1936, heavy rains through
out the State of Maine turned rivers and small streams into
raging torrents of water. FJooding conditions reached alarming
proportions. It would be more than a week before the full
fury of the raging Androscoggin River would be felt in Lewiston
and Auburn , but heavy rains plagued the Androscoggin River
Valley and combined with ice jams, the beginning of the threat
was felt on Tvlarch 14th, 1936 when the ~300 , 000 span between
Richmond and Dresden was ripped to pieces.
Ultimately the roaring waters, carrying tons of ice ,
crashed down upon cities 1 villages and towns, causing damage
estimated well over ~lO,uOO,OOO. All time high water marks
were established .
The afternoon of March 14, 1936 the Androscoggin River
crested in these two cities at 64,000 cubic feet per sec~nd
and rumors spread that the North Bridge would be closed, but
by ~onday, March 16, everyone breathed easier as the river
started to recede. Then came heavy rains, with gale winds,
on the night of l'1:arch 17th and a report of ice jams up river.
Daily the Le~liston Evening Journal had reported road conditions
and story was being told in those reports. "Poor to impass
~ble" were the reports on roads heading toward Rumford.
Rumford Vii thstood Onslaught
Major bridges in the Rumford area withstood the onslaught
of the turbulent waters of the Androscoggin river . Bridge
approaches were completely washed away or badly damaged and
use of these bridges was prohibited . This area however, was
not so badly damaged as locations further down the river where
ice jams and floating debris , raised the greatest havoc.
The town of Dixfield came in for its share of flood damage,
as the waters began to gradually rise . The Berst - Foster 
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Dixfield Match Company factory was completely surrounded by
the raging torrents. Before the water level finally reached
its maximwn height, the railroad track was completely lost
to sight.
Gilbertville was very hard hit by the flood. A huge ice
jam, back of a bridge, was respons ible for much of the local
flooding. Both approaches to this bridge were completely in
undated and access to the railroad station was entirely shut
off.
Never-To-Be-Forgotten Weekend
In Lewiston-Auburn by Thursday, March 19, water was thun
dering over the falls and the Androscoggin was rising at an
alarming rate. At 2 o'clock that afternoon River Agent Paul
Bean ordered both North and South bridges closed. It was done
in the public interest as neither bridge was considered to be
in any danger . Then an unusually large ice jam broke at
Livermore Falls and the flow of water at Gulf Island Dam was
reported at 78,000 feet per second but once that ice jam
passed, the river dropped rapidly tor about an hour, then
rose to 71,800 cfs. within a short time .
On Friday, March 20, 1936, Lewiston and Auburn experienced
the worst flood in the history of the Androscoggin River. At
1:03 a.m. the South Bridge , linking Lewiston and Auburn, snapped

0

The center span was the first to be ripped away. It had
veen hoped that the electric car rails on the bridge might
prove to be a reinforcement, but it was only wishful thinking .
Those rails and the bridge sections folded up like so many
toothpicks under the onslaught of water and ice.
At 4 o'clock in the morning the river was reported flow
ing over the Gulf Island Dam between 150,000 and 180,000 cubic
feet per second. The roar of the water could be heard all
over the two cities. It was said that the Dam was built to
accommodate 160 , 000 cubic feet of water. Not until sometime
after the flood was it learned that the river actually had
crested well above the 200 , 000 cfs mark , but Gulf Island Dam
held.
The M C R R, l oaded several flat cars and backed them out
onto the bridge between Lewiston and Auburn trusting that this
added weight might help hold the bridge to its foundations .
All railroad traffic was rerouted over other sections of their
lines. Train traffic in and out of the lower MCRR , was cancelled
because sections of their rails were under water near Lisbon
Falls and Pejepscot .
New Auburn Situation
Observers along the banks of the Little Androscoggin
River in the New Auburn area were not allowed to approach the
bridge crossing the river , between Newbury and IvTil1 St. At
each street end road blocks were up to halt all forms of
traffic , i nto New Auburn or to the uptown area .
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A group of people at a high point on Auburn's }Iain St.,
across from Newbury Street watched the swirling waters near
the old Barker Mill when all of a sudden there was a cracking
sound and right there before their very eyes, a large wooden
storage structure, folded up like an empty match box and
floated down stream with the rest of the drifting debris and
ice into the Androscoggin River, a short distance ahead.
Conditions in Town
From the foot of Drummond St. in Auburn, Main Street was
flooded to Court St. Row boats were being used in this area
for emergency crossings. Court St. traffic was completely
suspended from Main St. to the North Bridge. Traffic blocks
were placed at the top of Drummond Street hill and also at
the junction of Elm and l'Jlain Sts.
The North River Road was completely inundated. Traffic
was blocked on all streets leading to the distressed area
along the river. Floating debris constituted a definite hazard
to everything in its path. Constant shifting currents made
the river's progress unpredictable.
Durha~

Road Flooded

Just beyond here, near the Durham-Auburn line, flooding
of the river seemed to be everywhere, with traffic in both
directions along the highway completely cut off. At one point
along the route, a filling station of quite some size was
lifted from its foundations by the surging waters and floated
down stream to a point about 2,000 feet away where it collided
with a high bank and there it rested for the duration of the
emergency.
In some sections, animals were marooned without food and
only small creatures that could be loaded into a row boat,
could be assisted to safety. vVhile every effort was made to
save the larger animals, stranded in low lying areas, many be
came entangled in the floating debris, floating away out of
sig]! t.
Brunswick-Topsham Area
The three-span, steel highway bridge between Brunswick
and Topsham, came in for its share of battering by the roaring
torrents of flood waters, ice and floating debris. Water
co~ered the entire floor area of the bridg~ when the flood
was at the height of its movement down stream. These swirling
waters, undermined about 50 feet of the aprons or approaches
to the bridge structure, on both ends.
During the height of this destruction a wooden foot bridge
bet\>{een Brunswick and Topsham, was torn loose frot:t its moorings,
broke up and was carried away down stream with the rest of the
floating debris. Fortunately the authorities acted in time by
roping off the area which may account for the fact that no
lives were lost at this point.
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Further evidence of the tremendous driving force of the
swollen Androscoggin river could be seen as it persistently
battered the huge steel HCRR bridge between Brunswick and Top
sham. Even with heavily loaded freight cars atop as ballast ,
the angry waters tossed the center span of the bridge from its
piers , like a toy in the hands of a wanton child . Before the
destruction was complete , three spans had twisted from their
foundations , only to be buried in the angry Haters of a most
devastating flood .
Kennebec Section
The highway bridge at Hinckley over the Kennebec River ,
took a terrific battering from floating ice when a jam just
above it, let go ,.vi th river ice piled 20 feet high on the left
approach to the bridge. The structure withstood the ravages
of the flood , renarkable well .
The northern section of Augusta was partially inundated
by the flood waters of the Kennebec that did considerable
damage to the cotton manufacturing plant of the Edwards Ivifg .
Co . Bond Brook went on a rampage as a result of the torrental
downpour. The mill blocks on Northern Ave . \l'lere i solated by
the rising waters.
Fears for the bridge , the only link across the river at
Augusta , was threatened by ice jams. The railroad and highway
between Augusta and lvaterville \l'1e1"e covered , in sections , by
high water and ice floes. Ice jams near Bunker Island broke
in the vicinity of the town of Shawmut . So great \vas the surge
of water at this point, along the shores of the island , that
trees were uprooted and carried away dO\ffistream.
T

The small settlement of Farmingdale was flooded in places
with 12-foot tfdrift-ece~, requiring the services of a steam
shovel to clear away deposits of ice and debris. A newly built
garage in Hallowell was jacked up, to keep it out of water.
At one location, ice cakes kept company ,'Ii th gravestones in
an eerie scene at the Hallowell I-lemorial Company's place of
business .
Gardiner Hard Hit
Gardiner was the hardest hit of the central Kennebec
Valley cities. Flood waters stood three or four feet deep on
every store floor mId many plate glass windows were shattered
as a result of the terrific beatinG they took from the surging
waters, loaded with huge ice cakes .
The Commonwealth Shoe Company suffered an estimated loss
of ~lOO , OOO in damage to machinery, stock, etc. Water and
ice went over t he main high way and th e I/ICRR tracks, running
parallel to the highway was under eight or twelve feet of
wat.er. Huge ice cakes of various sizes and shapes demolished
everything in their path. Railroad telegraph poles and wires
were down for long stretches . Both the r,1CRR passenger station
and th e Gardiner 1-1otor Company's garage were surrounded by
water that , in lower areas, reached the roof tops of s orne of
the buildin£s in that area.
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Vvreckage of a newly constructed storehouse Vias carried
away by the flood and crashed against the Gardiner-Randolph
bridge on th e :vest bank. The old ferry house and other small
buildings were saved by ropes thrown around the structures thus
preventing them from floating dOVin-stream to their destruction
along with other debris.
Saco River On Rampage
The Saco River \'las on a real rempage during this state
wide flood because of a huge ice jam at ~vest Buxton. Such
bergs as were seen here were l~rgely responsible for much of
the property damage over the state, at the height of the flood.
Humdreds of f~ailies in the Biddeford-Saco area were made
homeless. Spring's Island was completely isolated, necessitat
ing the evacuation of its homes. The first floor of the Saco
Lowell Company was flooded and so Tv~re the approaches to the
Bradbury bridge. In fact, the entire artery was closed to
traffic from the railroad trestle across Spring's Island to
the Saco end of the island.
More than 150,000 feet of lumber of the John G. Deering

& Sons Lumber Company was floated away and some of it, along
with masses of other debris, jrumned up against the Saco side
of the Spring's Island bridge. The Bradbury bridge and its
approaches were four and five feet under water.

The flood waters of the Saco River, coming over the falls
at Bar 1.Cills, .swppt under t he bridge between th e Buxton and
Hollis sides of the village. Further up the river, near Rolf's
Island, below West Buxton , there \'laS a huge ice jam that
threatened a large section, with flooding.
Flood Toll
In brief, five persons lost their lives, 10,000 persons
vJ'ere homeless and the damage was e stimated by Gov. Louis J.
Brann to be $25 , 000,000. Eight large bridges were do\'m or
completely out of commission and many railroads ceased opera
tions entirely. Hydro-electric plants were shut down and thou
sands were thrown out of work.
Thousands Watched
The North Bridge between Lewiston and Auburn, was re
opened at 10: 05 a.m. on Saturday, 1,larch 21st, and was declared
safe for traffic . Thousands had Ijned the river banks w~tching
in awe as the bridge withstood the battering of water and ice.
Spectators were held back more than 300 yards from the raging
waters, but they watched in silent terror stricken fascination ,
hour after hour through Friday, I,larch 20th.
Fear was experienced when a portion of a bridge slammed
against one of the gates of the Gulf Island Dam. The gates
snapped and cracked , but held . In a desperation move , River
Agent Paul Bean ordered the gates of the dam closed to allow
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for more clearance room under the North Bridge that would give
the degris a chance to pass and the stunt worked.
The North Bridge reopened on Saturday morning, March 21st.
Large crews went to work to keep the logs moving, but the water
was receding hour by hour. Now the tremendous task of clean
ing up faced the two cities. Some 400 people were homeless.
Property damage was in the millions. But the river was going
down!
High Water Records
After the flood waters receded sufficiently, high water
marks were registered on one corner of the rear of the J. W.
White Company on Lincoln St., Lewiston and, compared with simi
lar marks of other floods, surpassed them all. The same was
true in Hallowell where a local grocer on Water St., registered
high water marks for many years. The first recorded high water
mark of the river in that section of the town, was recorded
in an engraving on the building corner stone and was dated
I'.}arch 26, 1826.
The National Guard was on duty in nine municipalities
and 16 communities were partially or ",holly isolated. Governor
Brann conferred upon Col. Spaulding S. Bisbee, authority to
protect property in the stricken areas and to draw on individ
ual communities for relief in the form of food and clothing
as needed.
Reconstru~tion and relief was ably handled, bringing a
stricken people back to their normal activities. Flood control
measures have since been laid out to design and construct re
servoirs, to channel waters away from stricken areaso Provis
ions are included for an enlargement of the systems in hopes
of preventing another catastrophe of this nature.

Captions under the SIX pictures of this write-up.
NORTH BRIDGE A1 vASH--Hundreds of spectators lined both sides
of the river that Friday, March 20, 1936 watching with fascinated
horror as tons of ice and water battered at the North Bridge,
the last link between Levdston and Auburn. The South Bridge
snapped under the merciless pounding in the early hours of
Friday, :tYlarch 20th, breaking up like match sticks, and wi th a
tremendous log and ice jam heading do"m river, fear mounted '
that the North Bridge would meet a similar fate. The North
Bridge held and reopened for traffic at 10:05 Saturday morn
ing, IvIarch 21, 1936, but no one who witnessed this scene,
captured by the Lewiston Journal cameraman, ever will forget it.
I

NEW AUBURN--Horrified spectators watch two men in a boat,
hanging on to a utility pole "down the street", as they pause
to rest and get strength enough to fight the terrible current
that almost swept them downstream as they tried to string a
telephone cable into New Auburn. National Guardsmen patroled
both shores of the river, protecting persons and property.
For a time the two cities were without power when rising water
flooded power producing facilities and as a health precaution
residents were advised to boil all water for 20 minutes before
using it.
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MAIN ST., AUBURN--Only moving things in this area of Auburn's
business district were a couple of huge ice cakes. When the
water started coming up it rose so rapidly that automobiles
were trapped in the flood.
GET ABOARD--Volunteers traveled by rowboat picking up stranded
Oxford St. dwellers, many of whom had stayed behind to try to
move household belongings to safety after they had taken their
families to homes of relatives and friends. Note the man in
the store doorway waiting for the boat to come by for him.
LffivISTON FALLS' RAILROAD TRESTLE-- In a dramatic move to save
the important r,Iaine Central Railroad trestle above the LeT.'liston
Falls, a string of sand-weighted box cars were moved out onto
~he structure to weight it down and the trick worked.
The
raging waters shook the cars time and again, but the trestle
held.
OXEORD AND CEDAR STS.--Residents in this area who lived through
the Great Flood of 1936 never will forget it. Many of them
were forced to flee the rising waters in boats that rowed right
up to the front door. It was miraculous that there was no
loss of life, but Lewistonians followed directions, kept their
heads and made it to safety.
March 16, 1966

Lewiston Daily Sun
Now It's Possible Floods

Sno", and ice conditions in the upland areas of Maine
strikingly resemble those of r-Tarch, 1936, when a spell of wann
weather and heavy rain caused disastrous floods to roar down
the river valleys causing damage imich climbed into the millions
of dollars. It could happen again this month, although the
Portland Iveather Bureau's chief forecaster, Charles Chibka,
says that at the moment "there is nothing to worry about."
But just to be on the safe side, the Weather Bureau, as
well as residents of the river valleys , will be keeping a close
watch for possible flooding. Precipitation and temperature
are the twin keys 1.vhich can unlock the dreaded danger of floods.
Currently, the snol'V in the headwaters areas of our rivers
is deep, with a high "rater content. The rivers themselves have
a heavy covering of ice. Sudden melting, with the resultant
runoff, ivould cause the river ic e to break up, then j am to
produce flooding.
Actually, there isn't much that can be done about it other
than keep a flood watch. The sudden advent of warmer weather,
especially when both the days and nights are well above freez
ing; and a spell of warm rain will be the signals that the danger
is getting wore serious. Residents of low lying areas will be
well advised to heed the signals and protect their property
against damage or destruction.
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The Spring Freshet is an annual danger in our river
valleys. But this year's combination of snow and ice serves
as a special warning that this can be an unusual year. Resi
dents who remember the great floods of March, 1936, need not
be reminded what the angry waters can do!
r,iarc h 24, 1966

Lewiston Daily Sun
Showers Seen Hiking
Area's Flood Danger

HARTFORD, Conn. (AP)--Showers and warmer-than-average tempera
tures expected in the next few days will increase the flood
potential throughout New England, the U.S. Weather Bureau's
River Forecast Center said Wednesday.
The center , in a flood potential bulletin, said that
substantial snowmelt during the past week has increased base
flows in New England, saturated the soil and brought flood
potential to the highest point so far this year.
It said that precipitation of significant amounts will
increase the runoff to flood-producing proportions.
~arm temperatures of the past week have melted consider
able amounts of snOH in all but extreme northern areas of New
England, the center said. Only patches of snm'! remain in
wooded areas .in much of southern New England.

Snovv cover and water equivalents are slightly above normal
in most of Maine, Vermont and New Hampshire and are well above
average in extreme northern areas of New Hampshire and Maine ,
the center said.
The statement said that rainfall required to produce bank
full stages at the present are: Penobscot, Saco, Westfield
and Farmington Basins: 4 to 6 inches.
Shetucket, Chicopee Park and Naugatuck Basins: 3 to 4
inches. Aroostook, Kennebec, Androscoggin, Charles, Black
stone and Vlhite Basins: 2 to 3 inches.
r<1arc h 24, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal
Flood Potential At Highest
Level 30 Far This Year

HARTFORD, Conn. (AP)-3ubstantial snowmelt during the past
week has increased stream flows in New England and brought
flood potential to the highest point so far this year, the
U. S. ~veather Bureau's river forecast center says.
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Precipitation of significant amounts will increase the
run-off to flood-producing proportions, the center said in a
bulletin issued Tuesday.
Showers and warmer-than-averages temperatures expected
in the next few days will increase the flood potential through
out NevI England, the center said.
\varm temperatures of the past week have melted consider
able amounts of snow in all but extreme northern areas of New
England. Only patches of snow remain in wooded areas in much
of southern New England.
Snov[ cover and water equivalents were reported slightly
above normal in most of Faine, Vermont and New Hampshire, and
well above average in extreme northern areas of New Hampshire
and Laine.
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Lewiston Evening Journal
Water Improvement Com. To
Hold Hearing on Petition To Dump
Waste Water in Brook

The l·~aine ~'later Improvements Commission irill hold a
hearing in Auburn next month on a petition filed by a Shoe
City firm for perJilission to discharge industrial water into
a brook.
According to the offic e of City IIIanager vloodbury E.
Brackett, the he~ring will be held in the City Council chambers
at 10 a.m. on April 13.
The petition, it ',laS learned, was filed by the BonAn
Footwear Co., Inc., Ivhich has a new plant nearing conpletion
on the I·:errow Road in Auburn. The firm seeks to discharge
indus trial vlaste water, used for cooling purposes only, into
a brook vlhich runs through the prOl)erty.
Water from the Little Androscoggin River is being pumped
to the new fnctory for use as a cooling agent in the manufac
turing pr;)cess at the plant. If permission is granted , the
water will be discharged into a brook ':1hich flo\l1s into th e same
river a short distance away.
I<iarch 25, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal
Heavy Rain Causing River
To Rise But Bean Doesn't
Expect Any Serious Problem

Torrential rains which dropped nearly an inch and a half
of precipitation over the LeHiston-Auburn area last night and
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today has had a substantial effect on the flow of the Andros
coggin River , but Union ~later Power CO!':1pany officials are
apparently remaining calm.
Paul Bean , agent and eneineer with the m'JP Co. , stated
today that the 1 . 4 inch rainfall has caused the river to rise ,
but according to the TJ'later PQ\lver official , the si tuati on is
not as yet alarming. He predicted, hcwever , that the river
\"lill continue to rise through tonight and part of tomorrmrl .
Bean was lac king any dcfirite figures early this after
noon but did state that the river flow was at 9,500 cubic
fect per second at 11 0' clncl- this morning.
No immedia te problems were antici Jated due partly to the
fact that most of the ice on tte river has disappeared , although
according to Bean , there is still some remaining "up-country."
"At the moment we cannot foresee any serious problems "
the agent continued, noting that the river flow is even below
normal for th e annua.l sprint:: runoff .
It V.Jas also pointed out tha t the rain Vias substantially
lighter in othe r parts of the st2te , especially "up country"
where temperat~res were also much cooler.
I·larch 28, 1966

Lel,dston Evening Journal
Little Flooding Likely

Thus far it has been an ideal late winter and early
spring. ~1hile Friday brought moderately heavy rain to much
of the state, th e combinati on earlier of Vlarm days and a
[,1ixture of freezine; and non-freezing nights had lov-Iered much
of the snOH cover and made heavy flooding unlikely unless an
extreLiely heavy amount 0:: rain fell. The fact the rain was
followed by belm-.; freezing temperatures ended any threat of a
serious flood for this tiDe .
Of course there still is a considerable ar.lOunt of Sn01tl
remaining in the woods and on higher elevations . Should the
state be visited by a rain of several days duration folloY-led
by a warm wave producine near summer temperatures it still
would be possible for flooding to occur . Basically the threat
of floods seems small. Only e;:t.remes in the Y-TaY of viet
weather and high temperatures could occasion them.
T·:[-dne is f ortunatc with respect to the problem of spring
floods . Vlhile a freak year such as 1936 can result in floods
occasionint; considerable damage , the usual year finds only
a few streams flooding over their banks , and i n these instances
the flooding is more of a nuisance than a threat to property.
Of course some of the rivers and streams flood areas in a bene
ficial manner , leaving valuable nutritional deposits that have
enabled farmers to raise valuable crops on what amounts to a
kind of "bottom land flood plain ."
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Even when our largest rivers go on the rampage the total
damage is negligible compared to the experience in many other
states. Actually our major rivers are pretty well controlled
anyway, and it requires an extraordinary spring to ronder these
controls partly ineffective.
April 1, 1966

LeV-liston Daily Sun
SHC BUYS 17 ACRES OT'-;

~lNDnCSCOGGIN

AUGUSTA (AP) --The St.ate Highvlay Commission said Thursday
it has completed purchase of a narrow strip of land along the
Androscoggin River in Brunsv·;ick for scenic purposes .
The land totals about 17 acres. It runs along the U.S .
Route 1 bypass from a l)oint about half a mile east of the T·:aine
Central Railroad underpass and extends easterly just over one
mile tmvard Cook's Corner. It is located between the freeway
and the river.
Gordon Hunter, SHC landscape engineer, said the only
inmlediate plans for development of the land call for selective
thinning of trees and brush to preserve the scenic view of
the river.
rfloney for the purchase came from the federal government
under the Highvlay Beautification Act of 1965.
April 6, 1966

Lm'lis ton Evening Journal
LITTLE ANDROSCOGG IN
WIC Checking Reports Of
Pollution of ~vaterway

AUGUSTA - The head of the Water Improvements Commission
today confirmed reports that the WIC has been looking into
possible pollution of the Little Androscoggin River between
Kechanic Falls and New Auburn.
Rayburn I·'IacDonald reported tha. t investigators were on
the river Konday after receiving reports that the river was
unusually dark and that vegetation along the bank had been
darkened by some material.
Evidence of this has been evident for several days along
the banks of the river, which flows into the Androscoggin
River in Auburn. Receding waters have left tree trunks and
other vegetation on ti1e banks blackened by the substance.
I':acDonald stated tha t preliminary investigation has re 
vealed that the polluting substance was released into the
river somewhere in the vicinity of Mechanic Falls . He said ,
hO~lever, that the source of the substance had been shut off
by Honday, when investigators "'lere on the river.
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Oily Base
The WIC chief said that preliminary analysis of the sub
stance has revealed that it has an oily base. He also said
that the commission believes that some other materials also
were involved.
MacDonald said that the WIC has not ruled out the possi
bility that the material came from the Waterfalls Tissue Co.
plant in Hechanic Falls. He said that the oily substance was
either fuel oil, some type of ink, or a tar base or a combina
tion of similar materials.
He reported that investigation traced the material up
river but found no evidence of the oily substance above Mechanic
Falls. He stated that further checks are being conducted by
a portable WIC laboratory presently located at Lake Auburn.
The official stated that the Little Androscoggin River
has been classified from the source as far south as Kechanic
Falls . He noted that although the river , in the area of the
difficulty, has been unclassified, the discharge of the oily
substance into the river constitutes a public nuisance and
comes under the jurisdiction of the department.
April 6, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal
Planning Bd. To Ask For
Flood Study

The Lewiston Planning Board, after being briefed last
night on a flood-plain survey which will be conducted by the
Army Corps of Engineers in Auburn, has voted to request the
same kind of a study in the Textile City.
Nicholas Lally, chief of the Flood Plain Information Sec
tion of the Army engineers outlined the program to the planners
pointing out that a Congressional Flood Control Act has author
ized the engineers to conduct studies to help communities plan
so that they may prevent disastrous floods and the resulting
damage.
Various studies have been carried out in the past 10
years and it l'las determined that instead of keeping the river
away from man, it would be more practical to keep man away
from the river. The valleys, he said , belong to the river
and man is the intruder. Local governments were aware of this
fact, but due to lack of funds or trained engineering personnel
they could not make a study for analysis. Thus, without basis,
they were unable to prevent people from building in thegflood
areas.
The Flood Plain Information Act was passed in 1960 to
provide the engineering information to the local agencies so
they might reach their o~m conclusions as to what to do in
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the particular community. He emphasized the importance of re
alizing the project is simply to provide the information and
the federal government is in no way trying to dictate or make
any recownendations to the community.
Lally explained that Auburn has generated an interest in
the progr~1 and has made inquiries and sent in an application
for a study to be made. This was the first such inquiry in
the state.
Public Apathy
If a study of the Androscoggin River is made in Auburn,
it would of necessity include both sides of the river. For
this reason, Lally said he had asked Clark to try to generate
interest in the project in Lewiston so that both cities would
benefit from the study. The study, he explained , only bears
out the flood history , the flood potential, development that
has taken place an~ levels of flooding based on probability.
Normally, he said, there is no cost to the community, but the
municipality is asked to contribute as much as possible in the
area of information and maps. Basically, Lally said, the Corps
of Engineers tries to present the factual information and pro
jects the flood potential. The government insists that this
information go beyond the city officials and be made public
information.
Lally explained the difficulties that must be met in the
public apathy. Six months after a disastrous flood, he said,
people will wi.llingly cooperate in any such program, but 10
or more years after a flood they tend to lose interest and
become apathetic.
Along these lines, the Corps prepares a technical report
providing the background , flood history and damages including
pictures, maps and flood levels. These reports are of interest
to planners, developers, city officials and financial institu
tions. However, the general public WDuld not be likely to
read such a report. For this reason, a condensed version is
provided in laymen's l anguage for the public.
Anything that has already been built in a flood plain
can not be changed, but the community can prevent the problem
from getting worse. Lally did not suggest that no construc
tion be allowed in the flood plain, but said that industry
wanting to build in such an area should meet certain require
ments to insure the well-being of the employes and prevent
any restriction of the flow of flood waters. With filling
and building up the banks along a river , he said, the fellow
downstream will get hit much worse and the community has a
moral obligation to those living downstream. Unrestricted
filling of swamplands should not be allowed.
L-A Priority
Zoning, he said, is one way of hru1dling the situation,
but flood plain zoning is relatively new anct has not had
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complete public acceptance. Clark pointed out that Auburn
alloVls commercial buildings of flood-proof design in flood
plain areas , but prohibits residential construction in such
areas. He also pointed out that the Urvan ReneV'Jal in Auburn
is being built back away from the river because of the flood
possibility.
Lally pointed out that his work already is sched~led
until 1970 , but because Auburn was the first inquiry received
from I:aine , it would, get priority. He said th e reason was
the need for arousing interest in the project dnd the necessity
of educating the public . Since the study of Auburn WOJld in
clude Lewiston, this would mean thqt both cities would receive
priori ty. ',ilhen asked if the Androscoggin Valley Regional Plan
ning Corrur,ission should also be involved , Lall r'eplieJ that
the grou should be aware 0:' the study and its results, but
any requests .for the study !:lust be submitted by the individual
community and not by a regional Lroup.
'j'lhen asked how Lm,liston should go about requesting sLlch
a study, Lally said they should file an applic~tion with Rich
ard F. Mason of the I:aine ?ublic Utilitips Commission. All
ap lications now are handled through the state so studies of
various communities might be coordinated. Lally requested that
the application be received within a mon~h so funds for the
study may be requested. The planners voted to submit such an
application.
April 8, 1966

Lewiston Daily Sun
RIBICOfF CIIARG:::::S 'r:-OLLUTE:R3"
HAV: CLO~B GOV'T TISS

\fASHINGTCN (AP) - Sen. ,ibraha;:, A. Ribicoff, D-Conn. :; lUjested
Thursday that "socle of the nation's most flagrant polluters"
of water llClve close ties to t:1C Interior Department.
Interior is the de artment designated by Pre~5dent Johnson
to ta,e over water pollution contro:. :i.ibicorf named nmines~
pulp and paper, oil and gas" as sources of pollution and saia
all these have "constituencies" in Interior.
The Connecticut Senator is chairraan of a government oper
ations subcommittee conducting hearines on Johnson's reorgani
zation plan to transfer water pollution control to Interior
from the Her.tlth, Education and 'lclfare Departmnnt.
Secretary of the Interior Stewart L. Udall, chief pro
ponent of the transfer, conceded that there were objections
to the plan, but insi-::;ted tha.t the move was "basically sound."
Interior's J(li:-:sion Las increasinGly bccor.1 e the improvement nof
the quality of our e~vi~onment" in all its aspects, Udall said.
Ribico~f mentioned a number of objections and said he
and Sen. Edmund 3. i~skie D-rainc, would want satisfactory
answers to ther. before supportin£ the reoreanization plan .

'''uskie was the author of a 1965 13.W settinG up a strong
water pollution control adninistr_tion in the ~elfare Depart
nent .
The secretary and Harold Seidman, assistbnt director of
the budGet bureau, plerl;::ed that they 1:.JOulJ supply written
anS';llerS to Ribicof:' t S ob.:i ections 'cd tl~in 10 days.
April 8, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal
25 Years Ago Today--'41
(From The Le"\1is ton Journal Files)

Gov. Swnner Sevlell siened the bill to try and put an end
to the pollution of the .;ndroscog[in river. Present at the
signinG were aep. John E. l·:artin and f':ayor ::::dmond J. Lambert
of Lewlc:;ton, both members of the conmittee which had started
the bill out on its journey to the meeting with the ~overnor's
pen. I·:ayor L,:mbert had been conducting a one man campaiGn to
get the river "cleaned up.tf
April 18, 1966

Lewiston Daily Sun
Action on Air Pollution

Air pollution i s not a serious problem in I'laine, even
though there are areas of the state where noxious fumes make
plain breathing unpleasant. ~iJestbrook, Rumford and Orono
qu.ickly come to mind as trouble spots "lhich call for corrective
astion. Overall, however, filaine people and their visitors
continue to enjoy fresh, clean air. It is one of our big
assets.
But because air pollution has not reached a critical
stage in our state does not mean that it never will. The
experience in the more industrialized states provide a clear
warning. Also, as the population grows , the pollution to
the air we breathe is increased steadily.
Automobiles contribute a major share of the air pollu
tion in l·:aine and the na tion today. As the number of cars
increases, it becomes even more urgent to require equipment
to minimize or prevent air pollution.
Last weelf, a subcommittee of the Legislative Research
Committee held a public hearing in Augusta on the control of
air pollution. One of the speakers was Edmund Ivells, executive
director of the :i<aine Tuberculosis and Health Assn. He re
commended legislation to study the problem and learn its extent,
as well as the establishment of controls on harmful types of
discharges into the air. Mr. Earle W. Tibbetts, acting dir
ector of the State Division of Sanitary Engineering, said
there are areas of air pollution in I·:aine and probably "air
pollution problems which are generally unrecognized."

The positions taken by both of these men were sound .
Maine should not wait until smog hangs over its cities and
towns before digging out the facts on air pollution and
setting up reasonable but effective controls.
The experience with water pollution should be a spur
to action . That problem was ignored until it became acute.
Two decades of effort have not cleaned up our streams and
rivers . It will be a long time yet before the job is done .
An earlier start would have made the job easier and far quicker.
April 19 , 1966

Lewiston Daily Sun
RIVER LEVEL LOW
FOR TDm OF YEAR

The Androscoggin River level is low for the spring run
off season , Paul W. Bean , agent for the Union Water Power r.o. ,
said IvIonday night .
He noted a gi'eat deal depends upon the weather , but that
the river doesn't seem to have reached its high point yet .
Monday , the level was between 10 , 000 and 11 , 000 cubic feet a
second , he said.
It is expected the level will rise considerably more since
there is still a lot of snow in the wooded areas and mountains
at its beadwat.ers . But the snow should have melted consider
ably yesterday , he said , and the level will probably be
higher today .
The Boston Herald

April 19 , 1966
To End Pollution

There was a day when Massachusetts rivers ran clear;
when the fishing was good in every pond and lake and stream
and harbor; when kids could swim anywhere without fear of
contracting a dangerous disease; when water views soothed the
soul .
That was years ago . Today , "In many of our waters ,
salmon and trout have been replaced by grease and sewage;
clear streams have been blackened; natural river bottoms have
been covered with sediment; swi~ning areas have been closed
by boards of health; and the foul odors given off • • • have
caused a sharp decline in property values ••• "
The quotation is from Governor Volpe's message to the
Legislature calling for a 10- year , $100 million program to
clean up the state's inland and coastal waters . It is a
good plan , and if we put it into operation tomorrow , it
would be none too soon .
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The Governor proposes that enough sewage treatment plants
and industrial waste treatment facilities be built to put an
end to man's contamination of his natural resources in Mass
achusetts . It would be paid for by 10-year bond issue. The
money would come 30 per cent from Federal grants , 30 per cent
from the state, and the rest from the various communities and
regions . The program would be planned and administered by
the Department of Public Health.
Massachusetts should have had such a program going decades
ago. The Metropolitan District Corrunission, to be sure, has
been modernizing and extending its facilities so that , gradually
water pollution , fresh and salt, in Metropolitan Boston is
being lessened.
But Greater Boston is only part of Massachusetts , and
even the ~,mc may not have the resources to do all that it
should. We need a major attack on the problem on a statewide
basis for reasons of health , aesthetics and hard cash. We
cannot continue to risk the epidemics pollution can bring .
\'Ie must not alIOl>l the beauty of our rivers and seashore to be
ruined by the filth of pollution. We are foolish if we continue
to risk the loss of our tourist industry.
"It is ••• inconceivable that any democratic society would
will that its waterways be used for sewage disposal to the ex
clusion of every other use," said the Governor's message . But
that is just what we have been doing in too many cases. In
colonial times .the gutters along the streets were used for
sewage disposal. We have really progressed since then: now
we fill up our rivers and streams with the stuff .
Governor Volpe's program deserves the support of all
legislators. No one who has watched the tide of pollution
rise in Massachusetts could be against it. You don't have to
be a fisherman or a swimmer or a sailor or a Nature enthusiast
to want to have our rivers and streams and harbors cleaned up.
All you have to be is a parent who wants his child to grow up
in an environment that won't kill him , or just a citizen who
wants a glass of clean water to drink.
April 22, 1966

The Boston Herald
rJIERRII,:ACK RIVER VALLEY

rr.errimack River Valley communities and industries warned
by Federal TiVater Pollution Control Administration to start
cleaning the I·1errimack River thi s year. ~~arning given during
Washington conference with special Massachusetts Senate com
mittee on pollution. U.S. Sen. Kennedy actively working for
beefed up federal pollution abatement program that would tie
in with pending rJIassachuset ts programs.

April 23 , 1966

Lewiston Daily Sun
River Flow Upsurge Calls
Halt to Lettering Removal

The plan of Mayor Harry VI. \1Toodard Jr . of Auburn to lead
an expedition to the Androscoggin River falls to clean off the
lettering painted on the rocks has been called off for the
present as being too dangerous.
Mayor Woodard said he was advised by Agent Paul W. Bean
of the Union Water Power Co. to stay off the river Friday be
cause of the high water, and the even higher water expected
to reach the falls Saturday.
The original plan was for the mayor , Councilman Franklin
H. Prescott , chairman of the Citizens Committee to keep Auburn
Beautiful, and another man, to go by boat from l·: iller Street
up to the falls and then to set to work with paint remover on
the lettering.
Bean, who is the river engineer, said the Androscoggin
River flow as of 2 p.m. Friday was 12 , 000 cubic feet per second ,
up about 1 , 000 cfs since morning. At the same time the flow
at Rumford was even higher , being up to 13,000 cfs.
Warm weather in the upper reaches of the Androscoggin
River watershed is the reason for the upsurge in the river
flow, said Bean. It was warmer at Rwnford and areas above it
Thursday than in the Lewiston-Auburn area and it continued
relatively warm during the night. This accounted for more
snow melt in the wooded areas.
\vith the warm sun of Friday, Bean predicted that by Sat
urday the river flow in Lewiston-Auburn would reach 20 , 000 cfs
or perhaps 21,000 cfs.
1vith the 12,000 cfs flO\v it appeared Friday
would be nearly impossible to get a boat anywhere
and with the flow reaching 20,000 cfs it would be
hazardous to even venture anywhere near the swift
water of the falls.

that it
near the falls
extremely
pounding

The mayor said he is heeding Bean's warning and will
delay that part of the clean-up program until the river flow
subsides considerably.
April 24, 1966

New York times
KEY U.S. AIDES QUIT
POLLUTION AGENCY

Battle to Clean Up Nation's Water
Supplies Imperiled by Exodus of Personnel
By William M. Blair
Special to The New York Times
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WASHINGTON , A~ril 23 -- An exodus of administrative , scientific
and technical personnel , resulting from a governmental reorgani
zation , is threatening to slow down President Johnson's efforts
to clean up the nation's water supplies .
Only about 75 of the 325 commissioned Public Health
Service officers of the new Federal Water Pollution Control
Administration have indicated they will remain and accept man
d~tory conversion to Civil Service status when the Interior
Department absorbs the agency on :r-:ay 10 .
Public Health Service officers hold commissions similr"l.r
to those in the armed services . They have a deadline of June
30 to decide whether to stay with the new agency.
Some authorities view the program as having slowed down
already amid confusion over transfer of the agency to the juris
diction of Secretary of the Interior Stewart L. Udall, Public
Health Service officers, their morale battered by what they
regard as unnecessary delay , confusion and politics , are re
luctant to complain publicly, but many of them are fuming private~
Some Joining Industry
Some nationally and internationally known sanitary engi
neers of the service's corps of officers have already decided to
take early retirement and join private businesses or universi
ties , or become consultants in the growing field of pollution
abatement.
Others have accepted new health-work assignments within
the Public Health Service . Still others are quietly sounding
out possible positions in the service . A number are waiting ,
hoping that the situation will be clarified to enable them to
make a decision before the deadline.
The Public Health Service officers' position gives them
many benefits not ava ilable under Civil Service , including higher
pay in major positions, earlier retirement, income tax breaks
and medical service s . Some younger members of the corps also
have educational advantages , which enable them to obtain doctor's
degrees on f~ll pay through a training progrrun .
Until last October, water pollution activities were under
the Public Health Service in the Department of Health, Education
and Vlelfare. At that time , Congress passed the ~vater Quality
Act and separated the "'later polluti on administration from the
department.
In I·:arch , the President directed placement of the agency
in:::'he Int e rior Department in a reorgani~ation plan. He also
named James I,:. Quigley, former Democratic lJ1ember of the House
from Pennsylvania, as adm inistrator~ :t,Ir. ~uigley stepped down
as an assistant s ecretary of the Department of Health , :duca
tion and r,'lelfarc t o t a ke the job.

Pressure Is Exerted
Behind the move vias political pressure , including efforts
by some conservation groups critical of the Fllblic Health Serv
ice's pollution control efforts over t he years . They have de
manded stiffer enforcement policies applied to industry , states ,
cities and otherpollution sources .
I:any Public Heal th Service o: ficers complain that the
"fish and ""rildlife " people are now i n the saddle . The conser
vationists are more oriented to the I nterior Department , which
ad~inisters land policies , than to the ?ublic Health Service .
One distingllishcd research director declared :
mixed up and no man's situation i s clear cut . "

" I t's all

An e,gineer said :
" No one offered anything lld,il the last _Jonth vThen some
fairly decent Ci vil Service grades were presented to some key
people . ft
"Thi s may be an opportunity for some of th e older Elen to
accept earl ier retirement and acce t consul tants' positions or
teach and get more than if they st~yed i n the service , " anotler
observed , "but we're goine to lose the younger merl , the kind
we ought to hold onto ."
A widely knovm 4h year-old engineer commented that "we t re
all 'dashed out .emotionally to t he point where \Ve no longer are
mad at anyone ."
Quigley 'on the Fence f
T~()st of tLe service officers acree tha t Lr . :u.i§.J ey has
had " to sit on the :ence " to a degree and that Secretary Udall
can not do too much until he i s i n f~ll cll~r~e .

Nevertheless , as one officer , retiring after 26 years to
enter private consultant work , said : "If there is a system
tha t i'wul d salvage sor!le of the l oss , i t certc.linly is sloV! in
e;etting ll."'1.deri"!ay ."
Critics of the Public Health Service have labeled the
officers corps an outmoded COllGept because professional persoIl
n('l now i s av[.. ilablc i'1 la rger nunbers for Civil 8ervice careers .
These cY'itics have also viev.,red t~e service as soraetimes more
intcr~sted in profession&l standine and libera
retirement bene
fits . l~embers of the service , they charge , use it to est"lblish
theroselves Lefore [.loving into rlm'l careers while still able , a
charBe hotly denied by the officers .
There is a grudging admission by the critics , hffiievor ,
that the service had performed a vital function and that it
had moved firmly on water pollution contro l, once assured that
stron~ Congressional and executive branch support was forth
cor:ling , i ncluding l aws and directi ves .
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Confusion Hurts Korale
Some ranking Civil 3ervice officials "within the ~Jater
Pollution Control Administration concede that the shaken morale
of the officers corps had srilled OV6~ into the Civil Service
areas , hldinly becduse of confusion over change and lack of
knoHledGe about the Interior Departi.iEmt, particularly promo
tion policies at lo~cr levels.
They agree tl13. t t'-le ma.in concern is whether the "head
of steam" on pollution control built up by the President would
bOG dow'll for one or tv/O years in personnel problems, including
difficult recruitment of replacements for professional people.
Kr. Udall plans a major expansion of the agency including new
field stations, which will require added personnel.
Among the vlidely kno'vm officers stepping out after 24
years of Public Health Service is Hays Black, 60. He is under
stood to be considering setting up his own consulting service.
He would need eight more years to get present retirement bene
fits if he chose to accept a Civil Service rating.

r·:r. Black is a recognized international authority on i n
dustrial wastes and has served on joint international co~nissions
and committees. He has been attached to the Robert A. Taft sani
tary engineering center in Cincinnati.
Staff Is Leaving
The eight-man professional staff of the Taft center's
physical engineering and sciences branch will virtually dis
appear . Dr. Ernest C. Taivoglou , 43-year-old branch chief ,
has applied for retirer,:ent after 20 years' service and will
head radiological activities at Georgia Tech. He has conducted
extensive surveys and studies of uranium mine wastes including
data interpretation.
A radiation chemist on his staff who has three years of
service is accepting a job in private industry.
Dr. S. D. Shearer, 32, who has served nine years in the
service, will remain with the Public Health Service , although
it is understood that he was offered a post as chief of a lab
oratory section .
Another who has refused transfer to Civil Service and
will stay with the Public Health ~ervice is Dr . Jules B. Cohen,
32, who has 10 years of service . Four others have l eft and
one is seeking a service post of his liking.
Keith S. Krause , 49, chief of the technical services
branch, one of the key spots in Washington of the Water Pollu
tion Control Administration, also is considering retiring to
accept a private post . Only this week , he took a physical
examination required prior to retirement . He has had 20 years
of service, the minimum of years required for retirement .
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On the other hand , Dr. Gerald Berg , 37, chief of virology
in the research program in Cincinnati , is converting to Civil
Service.
Ralph Portges , 54 , deputy in the technical advisory and
investigations section , with 26 years of service , is leaving
to become chief of water control for the Delaware River Com
mission in Philadelphia . Everett EcLeaman , chief of the admin
istration's Delaware River Project, has requested reassignment
within the Public Health Service .
Paul Eastman , regional director of San Francisco, is
retiring . Gerald Svore , regional director at Dallas , will
serve on loan when the agency moves to the Interior Department .
This can be done under law on a two-year term , renewable for
two years but not for more than a total of four years . Dr .
Graham vfal ton , a bacteriologist , 60 , will remain with the
service. James Coulton , 46 , chief of comprehensjve programs
of the technical services program , another key position , is
retiring and moving to the Maryland Department of Health .
At the Taft center's research section, headed by Dr .
Paul W. Klaber , who holds a medical degree , about seven of 28
commissioned officers may transfer out of the service and into
the new agency under Civil Service . All are younger men with
limited service. Five others have left for other posts . The
remainder were said to be waiting and negotiating for new j obs
within the Public Health Service.
April 26 , 1966

Lewiston Daily Sun
Stream Pollution Agreement

Attorney General Richard J. Dubord has proceeded with
prudence and commendable caution in seeking the abatement of
pollution of Prestile Stream , in Easton. The net result is
that an agreement has been reached among the attorney general ,
the Water Improvement Commission , and Vahlsing Inc ., which
operates a large potato processing plant , for a comprehensive
study of the firm's waste treatment system which empties into
the stream.
The processing plant is a major industry i n Aroostook
County and contributes a great deal in jobs and payrolls to
the economy. It has taken steps to reduce its pollution , but
they have not been fully effective . As a result , the WIC has
been insisting upon action .
Currently , Prestile Stream has a "C" classification .
That is to be lowered to "D" in October , when a sugar process i ng
plant , under construction by the Maine Sugar Industries Inc .,
a Vahlsing affiliate , goes i nto operation . It thus would have
been unrealistic and unreasonable for the attorney general to
have required drastic reduction of pollution to reach the "C "
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status for a matter of a few months. It likely would have
meant a partial if not a complete shutdown of the plant.
Pure waters remain important for our state. But so is
industry. There have to be realistic compromises at times.
We supported downgrading of Prestile Stream by the Legislature
because it is one of those necessar¥ compromises. The willing
ness of the Vahlsing firm to spend $50,000 of its ovm funds
for a thorough study of existing pollutants from its operations
and the effect of the sugar beet processing shows that it rec
ognizes the compromise works two ways.
VIe hope the new survey points the way to reducing pollu
tion of the stream to a bare minimum.

April 28, 1966

Lewiston Daily Sun
INDUSTRIAL GROUP TALKS AIR,
\'lA TER POLLUTION CONTROL

AUGUSTA (AP) - A committee of the Associated Industries
of Maine met here Wednesday to consider ways to work on control
of water and air pollution under the federal Water Quality Act
of 1965.
The act , which was introduced by Sen. Edmund S. IvIuskie ,
D-r<1:aine, gives the states until mid-1967 to develop their own
water quality standards. They must file letters of intent,
however, within a year after the bill's enactment, last Oct. 2.
If a state has not set standards by July 1, 1967, or its
standards are not acceptable to the federal government, the
U. S. Health , Education & V/elfare Department will take steps
toward federal-state drafting of standards.
The Water and Air Improvement Committee of AlM held the
discussion and eventually will make a recommendation for a
position to be taken by the ATIJI directors.
Chairman George Bennett, of S.D. '''arren Co. of Westbrook,
said industry has taken a position favoring loc al , state and
interstate agency control of pollution rather than federal en
forcement.
"Regardless of different viewpoints which may have been
taken as to different sections of Sen. TvIuskie' s bill, ff Bennett
said, "the fact is it is now a law of the l and , and we, as
members of this important ATIJI comr.1i ttee , must exercise a keen
awarness of our responsibilities ••• and help to make this law
work ••• "
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Lewiston Daily Sun
KENNEBEC RIVER UPGRADING
STUDIED, GOV. REED REPORTS

GARDINER (AP) - A study of the cost of ralslng water
quality of the Kennebec River above the minimum standards now
enacted is under way, Gov. Reed said \V'ednesday night.
In a prepared speech for combined service clubs, Reed
said complete sampling of the river water at many locations
will be taken this summer for testing by the Water uaprove
ment Commission.
He ordered the study last summer, after the river condi
tion deteriorated to the point of heavy loss of fish life and
obnoxious odor.
The governor said he directed the commission to determine
how much additional cost would be involved in raising to class
C the quality of sections of the river now given a D classifica
tion.
Class D is water primarily for transportation of waste,
but without objectionable odor or appearance. Class C is
water which will support considerable fish life and be suitable
for recreation other than bathing.
Much of the Kennebec is below even the D classification
in Silll~er. Present law requires improvement over a period of
several years, but the stretch between vvaterville and a point
below Richmond would have a D classification at best.
April 29, 1966

Lewiston Daily Sun
ANTI-POLLUTION I,:EASURE ASSAILED

WASHINGTON (AP)-David L. Gallagher representing the
National Association of 11anufacturers, testified Thursday
that Johnson administration proposals to amend the Water
Pollution Control Act of 1965 so soon after its enactment
would set back the cause of water pollution control.
11

"We believe you should give the act a chance before you
begin to change it," he said before a senate Public Works sub
committee.
Irving Beck, director of Interstate Relations for the
New England Council, said "New England has shown the way for
the present federal water quality program."
"We have had n he said , "a very effective program of in
terstate stream classification and water quality standards
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which apply to 27 out of 35 river basins , and similar
work is proceeding with the remainder."
He said also that consultants for the r·1assachusetts
Department of Health have estimated it will cost ~lOO million
to clean up the portion of the Iv1errimac River Basin in that
state alone.
"Additional federal assistance will speed up construc
tion of municipal facilities," he said , "and we strongly rec
ommend tax incentive to industry to encourage it to accelerate
capital expenditures for industrial pollution abatement."
I'lAY 2,

1966

Lewiston Daily Sun
Making Pollution Law \vork

We applaud the position taken by the Water and Air
Improvement Committee of the Associated industries of I\laine
relative to the new federal law controlling air and water
pollution. It is an enlightened reaction on the part of
industry which should make abatement easier on everyone.
The Water Quality Act of 1965 was sponsored by U.S.
Senator Edmund S. I·luskie of Eaine. Under its terms, each
state is to develop its own water quality standards , subject
to approval by the U.S. Health, Education and vvelfare Depart
ment. If states fail to set standards by July 1, 1967 , or
if the standards prove unacceptable , the department will under
take the job of assisting the states.
Industry would have preferred state or even regional
control of pollution, rather than federal enforcement. But
as the chairman of the An~ committee, George Bennett of the
S. D. l,varren Co. of ',vestbrook, put it: "Regardless of different
viewpoints which may have been taken as to different sections
of Sen. ~uskiets bill, the fact is it is now a law of the land ,
and we , as members of this important AnI committee , must ex
ercise a keen awareness of our responsibilities ••• and help to
make this law work."
Chairman Bennett and his committee have lost no time on
the matter. The group met in Augusta last week for preliminary
discussions of water quality standards. The committee study
will be helpful when state officials prepare a letter of intent
for filing with the ~V. The deadline for such notifications
is October 2.
Maine industries already are spending large sums of
money in an effort to control the pollution of various waters.
In promising to "help to make this law work" the industrialists
are well aware that it will involve even more additions to
their cost of doing business. That makes their position all
the more commendable.

75 .
Lewiston Evening Journal
Tolls Power Industry It Should Heed
of\uto , Drug Probes and Take
Prompt ;'.ction on Air , :later Pollution

~'Iarning

BOSTON ( A?) -The c'lairman of the Federal ?ower COlilmission
told the power industry today it should heed recent develop
llents i n the automobile and drug i ndustries and make prompt
improvements in such areas as air and stream pollution .

Lee

f'

v .

n1 t e , 1. n a speech prepared for delivery to the

T T,

,~

•

.imerican ?Llolic Power Association , said it would be "m'opic "
to take the view th~t all the public expects from the industry
is low cost , reliable power .
The public an~ its elected representatives , he said ,
have already begun to insist that the industry take steps to:
--Impro"Je the aesthetic aspects of electric pO\,o,fer facili
ties .
the air pollu.ting and stream polluting effects
of electric power production .

--:~inimize

--Develop fully the scenic and recreational potential of
hydroelectric pl'o j ects on the nation's navigable strea~ilS .
"These are not inconsequential matterd ~o be taken lightl~ "
)"fuite s~id . '!They rGprebent proper aims and pU.rposes of d
societ.)' seeking to create the oes t possible enviror.rllent for
itself and future generations .
" Takin~ a cue from recent development~ in the automobile
and drug industries." he continued , "the power industry wou.ld
be wisely counseled to exert every eff ort to make prompt i~
IJrove,t.er,t in each of these areas .

"So far as I a.m avlare , there i s nothinG i nherent in the
electric industry that limits the horizons of the l eadership
potential it possesses ."

r:ay 10 , 1966

Lewiston Evenine Journal
Cleanint; Up of Polluted Eass . ~vaters
1/..ay Run Euch I,lore Than ~200 1·:i11 ion

BOSTON ( ~P) - A federal official says thst it ma~ cost
much more than ~200 million to clean up the polluted rivers
and streams in l:assachusetts .
nIt may t ,)ke ':~200 million to clean up the ~':errimack
Nashua River system alone , " said I~rray Stein , assistant com
missioner of ·,'later PolJ ution:ontrol EnforceD ent for the U. S.
Df.;'part;1~nt of Health , Sducation and ',Jelfare.
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Stein testified I-:onday at a meeting of a special Senate
on water pollution. Gov. John A. 7olpe , in a special
~:essage :'ec?mmencling a ~lOO rnil~ion ~r08rar~ of po] lutiort, ab~te
l:tent, Scud l.t could cost as mucn as ,y200 n11.111.on to do tnc J ob.
con~ittee

low. 'T
lem."

Bu.t Stein s[,id th::tt even :j200 million "may be woefully
He sa~Ji I~assacimseti...s has a "very severe )olLltion prob

The League of ","vomen Voters, the state feder;;tion of T'Vcllnen' s
Clubs and tm AssaciatF;d Industries of I,=assB_c~1Usetts told the
committee that they fclv.Jr an attack on pollution ,

P<iJ
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TRY 13.; ~l{S I'U'Jir IE

M-:TI-POLLUTION BILL, '-SITS rC:1":

~JN0S

~vA3HI T GTm~, D. ::;. --In tes tilr10ny presented Thursday before
Senator ~d.r1und S. LLls1'ie's subcoIT'uJlittee on air dnd water pol
lution , the knerican Pa el' Institute strongly supported "an
expanded ;!lunic i1)al grant program to include indus tries - and
involving all segments of our econor.1yfT - as the best way to solve
the national pollution problem . And, the Institute spokesman
said, "the federal goverr~ent's share should represent at least
50 percent of the total cost."

-William R. Adams, president of St . Regis Paper Company,
and chairman of the bOr:l.rd of t he national trade association
that represents the pulp, paper and paperboard industry, en
dorsed S.2947 , sponsored by Senator Euskie (D-l'Iaine), which ,
among other provisions , provides for increased federal grants
to enable municipalities to construct waste treatment facili
ties . But he urged that the scope of S.2947 be broadened to
allow industry to join the municipalities in the construction
of joint treatment facilities, with federal grants being made
available through the state agencies and to municipalities .
He reiterated the industry's position that a truly com
prehensive abatement program for the nation involves a large
measure of public interest and goes far beyond the industry's
exonomic ability to absorb the full Lurden of additional costs
and expenditures. Neither rapid amortization nor a slight in
crease in tax credits will match "the magnitude of the job
outlined by the ~resident." he noted.
And such a costly social progranl must call for the in
volvement of the states and municipalities to which many of
the fruits of i ndustrialization go , Adams said . Equity re
quires that each segment of government bear that fair share
of the cost of this program which represents the health ,
recreation and aesthetic interests of the citzen.
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But, he said, because of the enormous difficulties which
would confront state and local governments in raising billions
of dollars of initial construction of such facilities, the
paper industry feels that the federal share should be at least
50 per cent of the costs. "Surely no less than this can prop
erly represent the total national commitment to this program,"
Adams declared.
'fl:fith a program of federal-state-local government co
operation, and the blending of grants and tax incentives to
both municipalities and industries , President Johnson's plans
to abate pollution can be realized , " r·'ir. Adams said.
The paper industry spokesman registered opposition to
S.2987, another bill under consideration by the subcommittee ,
which would provide a pollution abatement program covering
selected river basins of the nation. He characterized the
proposal as premature in its conception "vvhile existing law
remains untried ."
Mr . Adams pointed out that basin authorizations provided
for in earlier legislation have not been fully implemented nor
adequately funded , and suggested that "we get on with pollution
abatement under authority of the recently amended law and ex
panding the grant program in this Congress."
Noting that the paper industry has conducted intensive
research in water pollution abatement , and has over the years
developed workable solutions to many of its technical disposal
problems, Ivlr. Adams stated that "the national interest in this
program of pollution abatement requires financial resources
over and above those which the industry alone can reasonably
be expected to provide ."
Adams' statement was a product of long hours of research
and work on the part of the government relations committee of
the American Paper Institute . Vlilliam H. Chisholm , president
of Oxford Paper Co . , with its principal mill at Rumford, r':aine ,
is chairman of this committee.
At the conclusion of Adams' testiony , four of the Senators
heralded the paper industry's position . These four were
Muskie , Boggs of Delaware , Harris of Oklahoma , and Randolph
of West Virginia .
In commenting specifically on Adams' testimony , Iv:uskie
said he appreciated support of the pulp and paper industry .
He said he was aware of the burden the industry would carry
and mentioned Rumford , the town in which he was born , as an
example of the share of local and State taxes borne by the
industry.
The industry employs more than 600 , 000 persons . The
i nstitute has 250 member companies . Capital expenditures by
the i ndustry for liquid waste treatment facilities as of the
end of 1965 amounted to more than $200 million .

78.
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Editorial
Impressive Testimony

The American Paper Institute, the representative of some
250 pulp and paper companies, appeared Thursday in a hearing
before the subcommittee on Air and 'iilater Pollution of the
Commi ttee on Public Works of -::he U. S. Senate . The Institute
was represented by ~lilliam R. Adams, presideL1t of St. Regis
Paper Company. We are pleased to note the position of the
Institute is an affirmative one which recognizes the need for
more to be done in the area of water pollution abatement.
The position of the pulp and paper industry is one favor
ing Senate bill 2947 and opposing an Administration bill num
bered S. 2987. It is interesting to I-Iaine citizens to know
Sen . Edmund S. l>luskie is a sponsor of the bill approved by the
industry.
In essence Adams told the sub-committee that while the
industry has done much already in the field of pollution abate
ment , it realizes the growing importance of good, clean water
supply and consequently favors more being done. The basic
position of the industry is that water pollution abatement
involves the "public interest,1t and that this warrants the
conclusion that a part of the cost of abatement should be borne
by the public through the medium of more generous federal grants.
Specifically Adams said: "••• we submit that the federal share
should represent at least 50 per cent of its total cost.1t
The proposal of the pulp and paper manufacturers is that
all segments of our society should be concerned with the pol
lution problem. This would mean participation by federal,
state and local governments as well as industry. The Institute
urges the availability of federal appropriations through the
appropriate state agency to municipalities on the 50 per cent
basis. In addition, the industry advocates the inclusion of
Itany geographically feasible sewerage district.1t
On the cautionary side the position of the Institue is
that "federal support be limited to projects which have been
shown to have a satisfactory cost/benefit ratio." The sub
commi ttee also was urged to retain provisions in S. 2947 provid
ing for grants and contracs for "research, development, and
administration of advanced waste treatment and water purifica
tion methods."
We commend the pulp and paper industry for its progressive
stand on the issue of water pollution. Its fundamental position
on the issue appears most reasonable. Pollution is a social
problem and a national problem. It is obvious that if the
costly work of abating pollution in our waterways is to proceed
at a satisfactory rate, there must be a significant financial
contribution made at the federal level.
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Our a ssillnption is that the jrnuressive testimony offerpd
b the American Paper Institute before the Senate subcommittee
will serve to improve the chance of passage of the l:uskie bi ll.
We certainly hope this proves to be the case , as the l egisla
tion i s appropriately designed to spl it up the cost of pollu
tion abatement , a cost w~ich will run into the billions of
dollars .
r-~ay

17 , 1966

Le 1!liston Daily Sun
Cooperation Against Pollution

The pulp and paper industry has taken an enlightened and
very cOI1Ullendable stand in favor of the abater:1ent of water pol
lution throughout the country . At the sa: e time , i t was con
tended , and ri0htly so , that the cost of water pollution
abatement should not be shou1dered by indus try alone .
The position of the national pulp and paper industry was
to a sub-com,nittee on air and vrater polll....tion of the
U. S . Senate , of which Sen . Edmund S. Euskie is chairman , last
week . The spokeslaan for American Paper Institute was ~lilliam
:1 . ;'da!llS , president o f' the St . R~gis Paper Co . of ~':aine . He
is clJairman of t ~e board of the API.
r~sented

·'r . :I.dams asked the committee to broauen the scope of a
pendinb bill to pro\, lie federal grants to Jilunicipalities for
construction qf 1rlaste treat,nent facilities so that i ndustry
would be inc]uded . Joint proJccts Ghus coul J be unJertakE'n
to the benefit of the cOn1r'1Unities and the industries .
Both states and wunicipalities benefit fro~ industriali
zation , he pointed olL , and equity requires tLpt each segment
of gove:-nmcnt bear that fair ShcH'C of the cost of this pro.:;ram ,
which repr esents the healtl , recreation and aesthetic interests
of the citizen .
The API s pokesman propo :>:,1 t!ld.t the federal government's
share should be at :;"east 50 percent , witL s~&te-municipality
lridll~try .:>harine t;k rel"'l;'dnder.
Cleanint: up the rivers and strp.arns of the nation is a
colossal j ou 'V.Jh1ch wlll be expensi':0 . ~;c a~ree with l-Ir . Adams
that " the national intprcst i n this program of pollution abate
ment requires financial resources over and abovc those which
the in3us'-ry alone can reasonably be expected to prov1de ."
Providing a means throuch which i ndustrT Cdn j oin
munities in the abetement of pollution , with financial
tance fron the f8deral ~overrlment , will help speed tb e
\'V'hile equitably sharinG its cost . The .\PI propositlon
f&vorable action .

com
assis
\"/ork ,
deserves
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Levdston Evening Jou:::-nal
FormE:r Auburn l':an Named
To Oxford Pal,er Post

A formc;r :.uburn man , now a resident of Rumfc>rd , has 1€ e n
ap)ointed to ~ new positio~ with t e ORford Parer Co~ it was
announced today_
He is Stuart R. Cooper , a native of Auburn , who was ap 
pointpd to t he post of director of pollution abatement for
th~ firm.
Cooper is a chE:~, 'ie;) 1 eneincer and wi 11 coordinate a pro
b1'ar.-1 tLat includes ilJ!3tnllation of a waste treatment. plant ,
continuat.ion of efforts to recover sus}Jended solids , and addit
lonGl water conservation and l'cuse efforts.
The company said he will work with the ~ndros"ogein River
Technical Committee whIch has been involved in abatement vJOrk
since 1942 . The committee was formC'd by Oxf ord , the I nternational
Paper Co. and the Brovm Co. and ha0 spent about ~25 f,dllion on
the ~roEram , Oxford reported .

r:ay 24 , 1966

Lewiston Svening Journal
Reed Says Androscogcin River
Should 1eceive 'Iot Less
Than a Class CRating !

The Androscoggin river , I1hich will be classified for
pollution control by the 10)rd ~laine Legislature , should receive
"not less than a Class C rating ,Tt Senate President Carlton Day
Reed Jr . told a me~ting of the Levdston G- Getters Club this
morning .
Senator Reed , Democratic candidate for nomination to
governor in the June primary elections , said the classification
should be achieved within 10 years .
The speaker , vlho drove alone the banks of the .\ndroscoggin
ri ver from his home in ;,'Toolwi ch to the meeting , spoke of what
he c8_11ed intolerable condi ti ons and said tha t "to provide for
less than a " C" classification permit ted under :1·=aine' s pollu
tion abatement laws ."
Recreation
Class C waters are " of such quality as to be satisfactory
for recreatior.al boating , and fishing and must be free from
" scum slicks , odors , ob j ectionable floating solids , and shall
be free from chemicals and other conditions inimical to aquatic
life . "
He said achiev8illent of a "C" class i fication on a river as
heavi l y polluted as the Androscoggin river requires the cooper
ation of both the state and i ndustry .
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Senator Reed declared: "It is
state must provide some research to
of pollution . In this age when men
moon , certainly America can provide
luting our environment . "

becoming evident that the
help solve the problems
are planning to visit the
the know how to avoid pol

"Regardless of what some may clain , it is apparent that
industry places less time on research in desposing of their
\"aste products than in finding cheaper ways of makinG their
manufactured products , " Reed declared .
"I do not necessiraily blame them for this , Reed said ,
because of the competitive markets they are in , yet I submit
that Eaine can no longer permit the destruction of our rivers
and streams ," he declared .
I·:ay 26 , 1966

Lewiston Daily Sun
History Repeatine Itself

History is repeating i tself in the political campaigning
this year . Twenty-two years ago Horace A. Hildreth of Fal
mouth Foreside urged action to clean up our polluted Andros
coggin River , and other waterways , as he sought the Republican
nomination for Governor . Today , his son , Horace Jr ., i s call
ing for upgrading of pollution standards for the state ' s major
rivers , as he runs for the Republican nomination for the State
Senate in Cumherland County .
In the hard fought 1944 primary , Hildreth Sr . won the
nomination, with a majority of votes cast for three candidates .
In the fall of that year , he defeated the late Paul J . Jullien
of Waterville , the Democratic nominee , by some 80 , 000 votes .
If the anti-pollution issue proves as valuable to Horace
J r . as it did to his father , he is a cinch for a senate nomin
ation . He won one of the Cumberland County nominations two
years ago , but became a casualty of the Democratic landslide .
This year can be an entirely different story for Republican
nominees.
Action against water pollution was badly needed in 1944.
1'1uch has been done since . But much remains to be done .
Hildreth , father and son , took sound positions on an important
issue , a generation apart .
June 1, 1966

Lewiston Daily Sun
Upgrading the Androscoggin

It was not many years ago that discussion of a "C " clas 
sification for the Androscoggin River woul d have been nothing
but idle chatter . The river was an open sewer fer industry
and municipalities alike and the people living in the Andros
coggin valley were a l l too familiar vlith the stench rising
from the heavily polluted waters .
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But a quarter of a century has brought a great change.
The Androscoggin is far from clean , but real improvement has
been made. Recently , State Senate President Carlton D. Reed
Jr. , a candidate for the Democratic nomination for Governor ,
addressed the Lewiston Go-Getters Club. In his talk , he urged
the necessity of a "C" classification for the Androscoggin
and a further cleanup of its waters .
We agree with President Reed that upgrading the Andros
coggin River to the point where its waters could be utilized
for boating and fishing is both desirable and possible , but
it will cost a great deal of money . The pulp and paper industry
along the river spent ~25 , OOO , OOO over a period of twenty years
on research and experimentation to change mill processes and
reduce pollution. The result was a drastic reduction in in ...
dustrial pollution .
Whereas sulphite liquor waste from the pulp mills was the
chief pollutant of the river in 1941 , none is being discharged
today . Pollution from the Kraft process of paper making ranks
far below that from untreated municipal sewage.
I~Iunicipali ties face a maj or financial problem in the elim
ination of their sewage pollution. Fortunately , both state
and federal funds are available to ease the burden as well as
to speed the work . Some communities already have set programs
in motion , in expectation of legislative action to classify
the river next year .

Class "C" for the Androscoggin River is not visionary ,
if the communities of the valley match the anti-pollution job
done by industry .
Lewiston Daily Sun

June 1 , 1966

Gov't Rules May Force r-Ce .
to Boost Water Standards
By ED JACKSON
Daily Kennebec Journal
AUGUSTA (AP) - A tough federal approach to the problem
of wat er polluti on may force r:iaine , along with many other
states, to upgrade its pollution control standards.
State officials are studying I\iaine's copy of a letter
sent to all 50 governors by Interior Secretary Stewart L.
Udall , whose department now administers the federal water pol
lution control program .
Seemingly implicit in an accompanying tfguidlines" memoran
dU1ll is that D classification may go out the windovi for all
waters covered by the federal law.
I>iaine classifications , as set up by the ~vater Improvement
Commission statues , use the D category for sections of its
major rivers.
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D is the lowest of four classifications. Briefly defined
it is suitable for the trensportation of sewage and industrial
waste vd thout nuisance.
Udall's "guideline" says "No standards of water quality
will be approved which provide for the use of any stream •••
for the sole or principal purpose of transporting wastes."
The federal law will cover a broad range of waters, in
cluding all interstate rivers and lakes, as well as coastal
waters, and international streams and lakes.
Coastal waters are defined as tidal, which covers a
great ranee. The Kennebec River, for instance, is tidal up
to Augusta.
The states have little more than a year to get together
with the federal government in proposing their Ovm pollution
control standards and blueprint how they will be put into
effect. The deadline is June 30; 1967.
Maine, through Chief Engineer Raeburn W. Macdonald of the
Improvement Commission, has moved to comply with the
federal law.

~vater

For those states that do not, the federal government is
empowered to move in and set standards itself.
Many of the teeth in the law come from the so-called
r·:uskie bill, named for its sponsor, Sen. Edmund S. I.:uskie ,
that is an amendment to an earlier basic pollution control bill.
For example, the r·~uskie bill specifies that shellfish
areas are specifically covered. Since river wastes are gener
ally cumulative along its length, freeing rivermouth clamflats
of pollution would involve control over waste disposal for
most of that river 's length.
Macdonald says the New England Interstate \Vater Pollution
Control Commission is in the r:J.iddle of meetings designed to
clarify classifications, and changes in the D category are
part of the work.
These changes presumably will be aimed at producing a
category that is acceptable under Udall's new guidelines.
One observer said that Udall is evidently applying the
"pristine water" concept to pollution control -- that the
ultimate goal shall be crystal-clear water, and not just
reasonably clean water.
State officials say that while major industries generally
are moving with the spirit of pollution control laws, many
small firms dumping \1aS t,es are doing nothinG now to improve,
and have no plans to change. These firms will be hard hit
when the new federal program gets under way, these officials
feel.

June

7, 1966
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MORE POLLUTION ':lORK ,
LESS STuDY URG~D BY BROOKS

GORHA1( ( AP) -- Congressional hopeful Ralph D. Brooks Jr .
said Eonday that "we can study the river pollution problem
from now to kingdom come , but it will not change the color or
smell of the water one bit . "
Seeki ng the Republican 1st District nomination , Brooks
said: "what we need are not more studies , but pollution
control projects actually under \Iolay and completed . If
Brooks , in a talk prepared for the Ki"wanis Club added :
n ••• much of the red tape which currently surrounds the granting
of federal funds should be cut so that the Water Pol lution Com
mission and our cities and towns can spend their time getting
the j ob done ."

June 24 , 1966

Lewiston Daily Sun
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Lelviston Evening Journal
River Condition Improving ,
Says Rivermaster Lawrance

The condition of the Androscoggin River continues to
show improvement , it was reported T'nursday ni Ght by Dr . Vlalt er
A. Lawrance , rivermaster , and preparations are underway for
the classification of the river by the haine Legisl ature next
year .
Dr . Lawrance said , "The oxygen level i s very satisfactory ,"
and added that " there is SOllle evidence we are pulling out of
the drought situation ." He said the area has had five years
of sub - normal precipitation , but it appears that this cycle
is coming to an end .
The rivermaster said the state is presently organ~z ~ng
data for the river classification by the lO.3rd l:aine Legisla
ture . He said he has supplied much i nformation , and the state
has been conducting its own tests on t he river over the past
co uple of years .
This phase of the study is al!!lOst completed , Dr . Lawrance
said , and "presumably , they will have some reports ready by
fall . The next step will be public hearinGS .
Dr . Lawrance declined to preJict uhat classification the
legislature would give the Androscoggin niver . " There are so
oany varibles ," he said , " it ' s impossible to say ." He said
the classification will take i nto consideration both "past
condition and future hopes ."

~-

0).
~o treatillent of thE river water , such as addition of
sodium nitrate , has been de,ne since 1960 , he sai.d .

The int roducti on of .3. ne',.- procedure of paper Ela!. ..1focture
at the nevv Interna tional Paper Company pla,1t at J3.y should
result in still further ililprovei leilt of the pollution pro1.Jlem ,
Dr . Law!'2..'1Ce sa.iJ. EO\ileVer , he not(;~ tl'8.t ~itts too soon to
e"rv"alLl&te t11is ."
:t \iill '~L ,,1-.);:; ~ of t!'18 3U,O,1-l1Cl" to see tIle
he
\~",';J
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The ri VE-r-:nas tel' s<..id t:l l C .. ..1C 1j of t ~le J..:c.lllJ.t: on c c. Cd
fro'.. inlu::>try alon~ tl18 river , lJut he pointe] out that the
in' 110 trio.. 1 \Jc..stes .,;,re generally sterile .
It is tIle hazardous
bacteri.::. :rom Elunlc i VI sevv'.;.".:..,e Jispersal into LLe river tll...tt
constitutes a 11,;alt!1 hazard ) he said , anJ total clean-u of
t:ie river \fill ,le.. ew~: d ~,i. .,jat dpal on 11m: long it ti:t1~cs l1unic
ipali ties to put in t.reatil.en t ~12.1l :~S .
June
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blllion ell lllr .2eder'll aid prOwl'a;,l to s"va.tes .:l.TIU co.njlluni~ies
f(,~ con:'-r01 0: J.ir anll \'/Elt:;'r r-"llution '.Jro,.;:'oJ.~e 250 delegates
atterldin u the banquet 7hursday ni~ht of the I,:aine ?c'deratcd
L.'.bor Couricil ,convention here.
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Also Thursday nlsht , a COPE d0lc~ate called for su~port
of Con~I'ess ..lan -.iill':'am D. Ha'i.,'-;,away iLl Ill" Uovember bid for
for re-electlon.
Sen . l:uski8 sail , ttl hO}ii;; t-hat :·=G...~n::: Hill take ~dvantage
of this l:l.ssis tanc e ,!t talklnt, (hi the pollution prOoraJl. ff';'!e
have been slow to at~ack air pollution where it exi3ts in
T>d.ne , an: V-le h&V2 L.(.,t t ... ten ..-1·e·.J vie should to PY'C'vC:ltt nc,,,,
sources 0" air pollution ."
The Senat.e Fllb:l~ 'To:;,-::"_·) Conlfnittee 'pa3~ed t,~o measure
Thur~day.
It woulj in effect Live 5C ~ercent federal money
i'OI' pollu~ :011 control pro':"l~· ...r.:> provilLi..nC the state raised 30
ilercent of t'1e c03L :lIt} the COf.1l11Ullities 20 perLent.
:-u.:.1de s.:.tij thr.t it does not co.ntinLl.e t he old clol13T
licitation under older contr~l neaSJres .

He H1.rned t:v.. t ul(?'e,;.l.sL.tion cannot cure public alJatilj llor
can a lavl 3,rouse ;;;ublic C -)Ylr('rn. tt But , LIe rlot0d . . ;I~t when
l-,c intr0r.luccd liisle.tion in ?ebruar"
. on :. , lis ai l bil] it 11<:-i.d
47 c . .')-f;~)ons():;,~i[ '-' 5el1r~ tors inc~.uclinL.. c. ,mser-J'ati'.;e3.
r

~

mile hove 3.1\-:".y:; V'':'c'Jed Ollr n~ tcl:;,~al rese'Lll'ces EiS unlirr:ited .
I.ml \'Ie c:::.n reforc3t an 1, ue C.:r, inCr8A.SO tile fertility of our
f.i.cl \l;-.• !f=\....t~' ht~ -ieclarod , nt:lern is only a fixed ~L,10Ltnt of
2ir a.1: vlat:r . It

86 .
The senator said " an affl uent society is an effluent
;3ociet and Ull1css we l e~,~~n to r.l&na:..;e OLlr 1.'l::tStf· vle will pOison
ourselves o~t o~ ~xiste0ce ."
June 27 , 19(-)6

Leviston ').3.1Jy Sun
Preparin~ ro~

Pollution Cnntrol

It i s dis:1C3.rtenin.:::; to learn that r . rf . Tahls':'n~ L 00 .
of Eas ::'on i 'i dragcL!,-, its fc et in coof,erd,inG '..1 'vh the s t,l tc
on pollutio'1 cGntrol of ?rrstile 3 ~rean , i n ,\,'T~1.ic Lit is allowc<i
to dLU'P w:Jste . The fC'ct th~ t the potato processing ~):!.;:;nt i~)
shut dovm for tLe 3(·(80n i s no excuse for fdilurc to l-r'2pare
fo:.~ the polhltion irk,ich the n(;': 583.S0n L
bcund to uring .
In fact , t '11s ycil~ of all YE».rs , i :-1C Vdhlsint firr.1 should
be anxious to de;.lOl1stra-::'e ils goo' ':ot':' th bJ deeds ) as well as
words . It is tLe p'-·.rcr t orcnnization 0; the ~=aine 3ugclr I n 
dustries , v'1':.ich will bee;in l)rOcCSsinC sur.;ar beets next fall at
the sane site . The Lc-.::;islc~ture \tlent to the extrellle of reducing
the classi~ication of Prestil~ Strea~ ) in order to help the
sugar oper ..tion get started , a step v.,rh1ch i ncLcred the Vll~2.th
of conservationists allover the state . 'de sUPi,orted the
dOVlllcrC'ding , on a te"'porary basis , and still feel that action
was right .
J

But even bef ore the sugar processing has begun , the
potato p l ant has been charged by the ·:fe.ter Improvf'ment Com.mis 
sion with violating the . . l ater standards on the strear;~ . Attor
ney General Rich~rd J. Dubord has led a state ef fo r t to arrive
at an a,nicable solution to the prob] eLl .
It vdll be unfortunate i f the delay forces the state to
take action in t he courts to force COfllpJ.ia::lcc . ~'=aine has
S110.,.111 its willingness to cooperate and to be considerate of
the problems \lhi ch the Vahlsing firm faces . I t is essential
to rei .ember tha.t coop8ra tion is a two - way street . The current
situation \vill n,_t encoura.c;e 2. future Legislature to try to
help an industry by allowing a temporary downgrading of a
waterway .

June 28 , 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal
~lenty - five

years ago today t41

Odors from t " (: AndroscoLgin River rose over the Twin
Cities giving a preview of probable unpleasant conditions for
the co~ing hot su@ner days.
July

4, 1966

Lew:;'stOl, Daily Sun
ollution 80ntrol Sfforts
Continue Throue;hout Eaine

Efforts to control water pollution i "1 I:aine appear to
be stepping up , accordin.3 to the annu2-1 report of the New
England Interstate ~'Jat(:r Pollution Control COfJlmission .
The up-comin~ classification of tl'le main steEl of the
AndroscoggiL River in 1967 is the major consideration in the
iIrll!1ediate future . A subco"fiFd'l.-t ee on classific2..tio n of the
waters was organized in 1957 . Following coordinated stuJies
of the interstclte tributaries of t~e AnJroscoggin River by the
~=nil!e ':Jater Improver; ent COiilmission and tl18 Ne'tT ~tunpshire ~.Tater
Pollution Corr.... issio'" tile leE,i:::lCltures of tLp tHO states class
ified tId::,l in 1965 .
1

The 160-, .ile .long river has
3 , 450

sq~2re

2.

total d'ainaee aroa of

~~les .

A tota.l of 36 federal construction gY'ant programs
for fflulli(!ipal poll:J.t.ion control have been approved in l:aine .
Of t:1ese , 22 arc cOi".lpleted , c\ n.] ninE' are under COllstruction .
The totc.cl cost of the 36 pr \)j ect.s \,1il1 be ~)lt, 965 , 36C.
Le'diston has in0t~Alled st',tilizatiol! ponds at a cost of
.\t EOrl'!ay on the Little !.ndror.cogGin iliver , a
,,660,000 a8r~tt- Jj l,-,goon has oeen constr'.<cLecl - ~'lC first in
New Etl,-,land .
~400 , OOO.

A)l ",il1iol1 ;::;;l0 t Sidt; intel~C cptor 3.1on o t I.e Kennebec
Ri-,C'r has been cOLlpleted dt Au.Gusta , and 2.t ::iCJ..,,,lOIL~ 3. l:'l'ir.1ary
treatl"ent plaYlt and interco[ltor is unch 2 constl'Llcti on.
July II}, 1966

LevJ.is ton Evening Jour.lal

25 Years Ago ToddY-'41
( From The LCHi:3ton Journal Files)
T1C Andro~co~Lin River r~ached an all-time ~idl in
" putl ill 'c-y , tt .:lccordin u to bLlsin0:Jsvlen in :.;h2 v lcini ty of
Lis bon and i:ain Streets. A Lwet:'nt; was ::.cheduled by th~
:·I3.inc Sanit1.ry Water 30'1!'d , to inclu.de officials of the nlills
and factor":'''',c :1' (n D v:-' riVer, aJd Ne"'l ::.J.;]1 shire Hc,~.ltl. De art
men t officials. Thpt somet~lilJ~ shoulll be d,JLC about the odor ,
and done qu5 ckly, I'las the CODC'el1f.U;:' of area resido'ts.

July 23, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal

"A hundred years ago D
Henry Farr went a fishing a few mornings ago at the falls
in this city, and caught seven trout, one of which weighed
three pounds when dressed. Lucky angler.
July 26, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal
25 Years Ago TodaY--'41
(From The Lewiston Journal Files)

The gaseous fumes from the smelly Androscoggin River
damaged several buildings in the area, including one at
$0 Summer St. Lewiston, which was spotted and discolored
and the Lake Auburn Crystal Ice Co. Building was changed from
yellow to dark brown.

July 27, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal
25 Years Ago TodaY--'41
(From The Lewiston Journal Files)

Harold Andrews, North River Road, Auburn, proprietor
of the Twin City Machine Co., revealed that discoloration of
brass castings by the sulphite in the Androscoggin River odor
resulted in rejection of defense work done by the firm.
Andrews also reported the paint on his home was ruined and a
series of three photographs proved his point.

August 3, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal
25 Years Ago TodaY--'41
(From The Lewiston Journal Files)

The Androscoggin River was acting up again, and paint
on local homes was discoloring.

August 4, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal
MAINE INDUSTRIES OFFERS
TECHNICAL AID ON POLLUTION

AUGUSTA (AP) - Technical as~istance from members of the
Associated Industries of Maine was offered to the State Water
Improvement Commission Wednesday to expedite pollution abate
ment.

The Water and Air Improvement Committee of the AIM held
its annual summer meeting and made the offer through the WIC
chief engineer, Raeburn W. MacDonald, who attended.
'-.

Chairman George A. Bennett said the aid could be in the
form of advice to industries on how to proceed with their
individual abatement programs. The offer is open to all Maine
industry, he said, but may be of particular value to smaller
companies which do not have large technical staffs.
MacDonald recommended that industries explore carefully
the possibilities of combining municipal and industrial waste
treatment systems with resulting economies to both. In this
way, he said, some measure of financial relief may be avail
able to industries and there are several ways to go about it.
Maine is now getting about $1.3 million a year from the
federal government for financing waste treatment systems,
MacDonald said, and practically all of it is being matched
and used.
Twenty municipalities now operate treatment plants and
eight more are building them.

August 8, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal
25 Years Ago TodaY--'4l
(From The Lewiston Journal Files)

Men who had to work around the Androscoggin River or
the canal were resorting to the use of gas masks because of
the overpowe-ring smell. U. S. Represeptative James C• Oliver
recommended that a delegation of Lew:i~ton-Auburn residents
should go to Washington to press for action on the so-called
River Bill.

August 17, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal

'Clean Water Act' Proposed
to Battle Bay State River Pollution
BOSTON(AP) - A Senate House study group has called for a
$200 million "Clean Water Act" designed to battle pollution
of Massachusetts rivers and streams over the next decade.
The program was unveiled Tuesday by Senate and House
committees which have been studying pollution problems.
Sen. Joseph D. Ward, D-Fitchburg, and Rep. Raymond F.
Rourke, D-Lowell, said they will press for enactment of the

90.
bill this session and that it has an excellent chance of
passage.
The $200 million bond issue would pay 30 per cent of the
cost of building pollution abatement facilities in communities.
The federal government would pay 40 per cent and the local
government the remaining 30 per cent.
For those communities that have built plans for sewage
abatement since 1957, the state would pay 15 per cent of the
costs over a 10-year period.
The plan also calls for giving industries which provide
purification facilities a tax benefit for the project.
Ward and Rouke said Massachusetts streams are in "deplor
able condition" and "completely unacceptable in a modern soci
ety."
A key proposal is that a separate division of Water
Quality Control be established under the Department of Natural
Resources with a staff of 85 persons. The division would be
in charge of enforcing new and stronger laws that would pro
hibit discharge of sewage or industrial waste into streams and
rivers. The proposal would be effective March I of next year.
Ward said that by giving aid to communities and industry
"We now feel we can call for strong enforcement of anti-pollution
laws."
He said the Department of Public health, which now regu
lates pollution, has been hesitant to move against industries
or municipalities which cause pollution.
Gov. John A. Volpe has proposed a $100 million 10-year
program to stop pollution, but both Rourke and Ward said that
amount was considered "inadequate to cope with the problem.'~
Ward said the governor's program of separate pollution
abatement districts was "too narrow" and offered no incen
tives to industry to build pollution control facilities • .
The committee also recommended that the state construct
reservoirs to meet needs during drought periods.

August 19, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal

25 Years Ago TodaY--'4l
(From The Lewiston Journal Files)
The Vigilants Association entered the campaign to obtain
action in solving the problem of the Androscoggin River smell.
Two thousand petitions were being printed in Lewiston as Edgar
St.Hilaire, member of the board of public works and former

91.
alderman decided to put his plan of "less talk and more
action" on the river smell nuisance into high gear. Attorney
Edward J. Beauchamp, former mayor of Lewiston urged the
mill owners to organize to end the nuisance aiong the river.

August 24, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal

50 Years Ago Today--'16
(From The Lewiston Journal Files)
The Androscoggin River near the North bridge was full
of swimmers.
August 27, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal

25 Years Ago TodaY--'4l
(From The Lewiston Journal Files)
The first of 2,000 petitions for action on the river
stench nuisance was completed in the Twin Cities. John J.
Maloney Jr., president of the junior chamber of commerce,
supervised the circulation of the petition which has as its
first signer Edmond J. Lambert.

92.
September 6, 1966

Lewiston Daily Sun
War or Water

President Johnson's flair for the dramatic was shown
once again in his weekend visit to Summersville, West
Virginia. There to dedicate a $46 million flood control
dam, the President used the occasion to announce that he
would call an international conference on water for peace
in Washington next May.
But the President went even further. He
the world's need for pure water is growing so
are in a race with disaster". Failure to win
pure water will mean war as those nations who
it fight for it, he said.

insisted that
fast "that we
the race for
do not have

Pure water is a major problem in many parts of the
world. It is becoming more and more of a problem in our
own New England region and in the country. But the Presi
dent's indication that the world will face a choice between
war and pure water is letting emotions get away with judg
ment, it is an unnecessary excursion into the melodramatic.
An international conference on pure water can have
helpful results. The president plans to invite some
Communist nations to participate. Since the need for pure
water takes no cognizance of ideologies and is no respecter"
of internat~onal boundaries, it is proper and sound to ignore
both in planning the conference.
A scientific approach would seem more likely to produce
results toward the solution of the worldwide water problem
than a political one. The latter has failed to solve so
many other pressing problems of today's world that it does
not inspire much faith.

September 23, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal

Survey Shows States Taking More
Active Role In Preserving Water Resources
CHICAGO (AP) - While federal government has accelerated
its efforts to head off a water pollution crisis, a recent
survey shows the states also are taking a more active role
in preserving the nation's water resources.
The commerce clearing house, which publishes the water
control news, Thursday released a summary of this year's
state legislation which covers everything from protection
of spawning waters in Alaska to tax benefits for water treat
ment facilities in Wisconsin.

93.
Four states - Colorado, Delaware, Kentucky and Mississip
pi have established new water pollution control commissions.
Rhode Island established a permanent legislative committee
to consult with local authorities on water problems.
The CCH survey said every state now has at least one
agency dealing with pollution problems. Five states have
voted tax exemptions, state grants or state protection of
local bond issues for improvements leading to pollution con
trol. Rhode Island grants exemptions on all personal property
used to control pollution. Georgia has approved state grants
for control projects even if federal funds are granted.
Georgia also exempts sewage control projects from sales
taxes. Massachusetts voted #150 million for financial aid
to local pollution projects. New Hampshire now has $35 mil
lion in guarantees on local sewate control bond issues .
Wisconsin law now allows corporations and individuals
to write off as tax exemptions the expenses of water treat
ment facilities.

September 28, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal

25 Years Ago Today --'41
A Journal item read: "Notice the Androscoggin River
these frosty mornings. At the foot of Lewiston falls, they
look like a great pot of soap suds. The chemicals from the
paper mills that pollute the stream seem to develop a white
foam that floats on the surface •• • • and adhere in great
masses that look like ice cakes". And who says things aren't
better than they used to be!
October 7, 1966

Lewiston Daily Sun
Big Step Forward

Water pollution abatement is not something which will
come overnight. It took centuries of abuse to create the
conditions which exist in much of America today. But it is
encouraging that all fifty states are recognizing their res
ponsibilities in this vital field.
This week, just ahead of the deadline set by law, the
Federal Water Pollution Administration was advised by the
state of Utah that it would take the necessary steps to
set water quality standards. It was the last of the 50
states to indicate compliance with the federal directive.
The states must take a second step, establishing rules
placing limits on the pollution that communities and in
dustries can discharge in interstate waters, by June 30
of 1967.

The alternative to state action was to be federally
set standards. After the unanimous response of the states, .
Secretary of the Interior Stewart L. Udall said that "the
program is beginning to roll. Perhaps two or three years
from now we will begin to reduce pollution instead of just
holding our own."
The voluntary cooperation of all of the states is a
big step forward. No longer will there be an advantage to
be gained by industry which does not want to recognize the
need for clean waters in re-Iocating in a backward state.
The federal law also will encourage uniformity of stan
dards and enforcement, since state plans must be approved
by federal authorities. The battle against water pollution
is moving ahead steadily.

95.
October 14, 1966

Lewiston Daily Sun
Muskie Water Pollution
Bill Accord Voted

WASHINGTON (AP) - A House-Senate conference committee reached
agreement Thursday on a bill to authorize a $3.7 billion attack
on pollution in rivers, lakes and other public waters.
A total of $304 billion would be earmarked to help build
sewage-treatment plants and more than $300 million for research
into causes and ways to prevent pollution .
An existing program of federal aid for treatment plants
would be greatly expanded under the bill, which now goes to
both houses for action .
The House and Senate had passed sharply differing measure~.
The house set a $2.3 billion figure over four years for con
struction grants, while the Senate proposed $5.85 billion.
The compromise calls for spending the $3.4 billion over
four years 1 beginning next July 1. The current federal budget
calls for ~150 million in grants in the fiscal year ending
next June 30. That would not be affected by the pending legi~
lation.
Funds to launch and continue the expanded program agreed
upon Thursday would have to be appropriated in future budgets .
Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine, sponsor of the bill,
noted it would have no impact on the present budget. This was
an apparent reference to President Johnson ' s urgings that Con
gress curtail spending as an anti-inflation measure.
The Program agreed on Thursday would go far b~yond the
proposals of the President's "Clean Rivers Act" submitted
earlier this year.
Among its key provisions, the compromise plan would remove
a ceiling on the dollar amount a locality could receive in
federal aid on an individual project . The federal contribu
tion would be a basic 30 per cent of the project cost but, for
the nation's big cities, could go as high as 55 per cent.
Lewiston Daily Sun

October 14, 1966
CURTIS PROPOSES BROAD
RIVER POLLUTION STUDY

PRESQUE ISLE CAP) - A concentrated, bond-financed effort to
solve the pollution problems of four Maine "target rivers" was
proposed Thursday night by Secretary of State Kenneth M. Curtis.

96.
The Androscoggin, Penobscot, Kennebec and Presumpscot are
the targets selected by the Democratic candidate for governor.
He also proposed that no waterway in Maine be allowed to
stay in the lowest, or D, water quality classification - which
is primarily for transportation of waste, and that classifica
tion of all waters below the relatively pure B-1 be reviewed
for possible improvement.
The stepped-up attack on water pollution was only one of
36 points in Curtis' conservation program. And that program is
only one of 10 points in his over-all ''JI;laine Action Plan. tt
He outlined in a prepared speech for the Presque Isle
Lions Club the details of his conservation plans, the first of
the 10 "Action Plan" areas he has selected for thorough explan
ation.
Basic to all the rest, he said is point one - the creation
of "task forces" of interested citizens and groups in conserva
tion, as in the other portions of his over-all plan. Each
task force would advise the governor, legislature and state
departments on steps they could take for improvements.
Saying that "many of the distressing changes in Maine's
natural environment are due to the helter-skelter development
of former years," Curtis outlined the need for coordination
and how it could be achieved.
Among his proposals were:
- Fishway construction on dams that impede restoration
of an Atlantic salmon fishery;
- Application for a federal grant to finance a pilot pro
ject in artificial propagation of lobsters;
-Passage of an act to protect coastal marshlands;
- A $3 million bond issue for land purchase and develop
ment of existing and new state parks;
- Creation of a National Seashore in Maine by the federal
government and state policy to regulate use of coastal land and
keep suitable areas available to the public;
- Encouragement for private investors to establish a
"Marineland for Maine" as a four-season, tourist attraction;
- State supervision of outdoor advertising;
- A board of architects to review and recommend styles
of public buildings and to be available to advise private own
ers on the remodeling of old houses; and
- A touring Maine State Theater to work in Maine school.
Two of his points favored approval of the Allagash Wild
erness Waterway bond issue and the State Cultural Building
bond issue, on which the public will vote November 8.

97.
October 14, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal
Muskie Fights Pollution

Maine can ~ke justifiable pride in the efforts which have
been made by its junior senator, Edmund S. Muskie, to make the
United States people aware of the dual threats posed by polluted
air and polluted water. Our senator has ventured into this
battleground to the extent of being considered by those most
conversant with pollution problems as one of the true "experts"
on the subject.
Muskie's latest appearance as an attacker of pollution
was in East Orange, N.J. There he discussed the need for
adequate air pollution enforcement. He made a strong case for
the need of action, stating: "Disaster is just around the
corner unless we deal with air pollution. We cannot afford to
wait to prove specific air pollutants. And unless state and
local governments take immediate and stronger action, Congress
will act."
The senator was speaking before a county medical society,
and one of the doctors was curious why he coming from a so-called
"clean-air" state should be so concerned about air pollution.
Muskie responded with typical humor: "I had to travel on the
New Jersey Turnpike."
Senator IlJ:uskie has done much to make the nation conscious
of the need·for action against pollution. Although many states
have started improving conditions along inland waterways, they
have barely scratched the surface when it comes to air pollu
tion. Our major cities no longer can risk delay in striving
to cope with a problem that has been proved to be a potential
threat against human life, and which unquestionably is shorten
ing the life span of people living in these cities.
Lewiston Daily Sun

October 15, 1966
INDUSTRY URGED TO ~~KE
POLLUTION ISSUE CLEAR

BRETTON WOODS, N.H. CAP) - An official of the Associated
Industries of Maine said Friday that the news media and some
politicians find pollution a "hot thing," and industry should
undertake a public information campaign to put the issue in
proper prospective.
"Few of them point out, however, that pollution is, in
fact, an enfironmental change which results from the type of
society we all enjoy," said George A. Bennett, Jr. chairman
of the AIM's committee on air and water improvement. He is
stream improvement director of the S.D, Warren Co. of West
brook, Maine .

98.
Bennett told the AIM's annual meeting that few people realize
the staggering cost of a pollution abatement program. Current
estimates, he said, place the cost of such programs for Maine
and New Hampshire at more than 1333 million.
The AIM meeting was held in conjunction with that of the
New Hampshire Manufacturers Association.
October 15, 1966

Lewiston Evening Journal
Editorials
Assured of Passage

It appears safe to assume the $3. 7 billion water pollution
measure will be voted at this session of Congress now the joint
House-Senate conference committee has given the legislation its
blessing. The bulk of the money will be earmarked for a direct
attack upon water pollution through federal aid for the construc
tion of sewage treatment plants. The bill calls for expenditure
of $3.4 billion in this type of subsidy, and for the remaining
$300 million to be used for research into the causes of pollu
tion and ways and means to overcome these.
The money that will be made available will be spread out
over a four-year period. The legislation under consideration
represents authorization legislation. Actual appropeiation of
funds will have to be voted in conjunction with future budgets,
since the bill's authorization will not become effective until
the commencement of the next budget year on July 1, 1967.
This means the measure will have no effect upon the current
budget.
The bill provides for a more ambitious, effective assault
upon water pollution than that envisaged in President Lyndon
B. Johnson's proposed "Clean Rivers Act." It will eliminate a
ceiling on the dollar amount a locality could receive in federal
aid on a project. The fundamental federal contribution toward
clean-up would run at the 20 per cent level, but this could be
extended to as high as 55 per cent for large cities.
Maine can take pride in the fact the sponsor of this leg
islation is the state's junior senator, Edmund S. Muskie. The
senator has shepherded the legislation carefully through a maze
of potential pitfalls. The fact it has emerged in healthy con
dition suggests two Muskie accomplishments. He exhibited sound
leadership in guiding the measure through the Congress, and he
provided the Congress with well written, worthwhile legislation.
We hope Maine communities, once funds are available for
sewage tre~tment plants, will display the same kind of foresight
as that shown by the senator in sponsoring this much needed
legislation. In short, we trust our cities and towns will adopt
an agressive program designed to clean up polluted waterways.

